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Foreword

LITERACY and basic elementary education for adults is one of the oldest segments of the adult education movement in the United States. It was born in an era when our Nation was young, and the need for learning the fundamental skills of reading, writing and “figuring” was important to the existence and growth of the Nation. Literacy is linked to the maintenance of our democratic institutions. Improvements and progress have taken place and are continuing to develop in this area of adult education, as reflected in the number and size of current programs in this country and abroad. A review of the literature suggests that substantial numbers of little known individuals, agencies, organizations, clubs, and other private groups in the United States and abroad are currently developing plans, methods, and techniques which are slowly but effectively contributing to the solution of the problem of illiteracy among adults. There is, however, still much to be learned about these programs (public and private) and the illiterate adults they now serve.

Repeated and urgent requests have been received in the U.S. Office of Education from educators in this country and overseas for a selective bibliography of materials and for agency resources which would be helpful to leaders who are planning, organizing and developing literacy programs for adults. Because of the increased interest in the subject, this bibliography has been prepared. Some of the items in this bibliography describe some of the earlier efforts to reduce illiteracy in the United States, some describe special problems, issues, and needs of the illiterate adult. Other items emphasize the importance of research in adult learning, and the role of the public school, the worker, the teacher, the family of the illiterate adult, and the officials and members of community organizations in promoting educational opportunities for both foreign- and native-born illiterates.

Some of the selected items indicate how literacy education has helped illiterate adults residing in rural areas or in the congested cities toward improved health, family and community life, and
increased work and occupational skills. Other references emphasize some highlights of programming, planning and organization of literacy programs and describe the means of communication in literacy education throughout the world, in terms of technical and educational assistance programs made possible through mutual agreements between our country and a long list of other countries. Under appropriate section headings of the bibliography, representative materials have been selected which, for the most part, have been published since the turn of the century. However, several important landmark publications issued prior to the year 1900, have been included in Section I, Adult Elementary and Literacy Education in the United States (Background Readings). No attempt has been made to include materials published in other than the English language. Materials and literature related to Citizenship Education and Americanization programs are not included. A special bibliography on the subject is now being compiled in the Office and will appear as one of a series of adult education studies.

Lists of organizations and agencies interested in literacy education projects and activities which appear in Section VI, Educational Information Sources, were compiled, in part, from the correspondence files of the Adult Education Section. In the preparation of this bibliography, collections of materials and books were examined at the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Library; Donnell Library (New York City Public Library); Department of the Army Library; The Archives; and the Library of Congress.

Special acknowledgment is made of the assistance of representatives of the International Education Division of the Office of Education and the International Cooperation Administration in the selection of appropriate references on technical and educational assistance abroad. Many individuals, groups, and institutions engaged in literacy education activities participated in the preparation of this bibliography either by supplying materials for review, or by offering suggestions and professional advice. We acknowledge their help, and to all of these—too numerous to mention individually—we express our gratitude.

J. Dan Hull  
Director, Instruction, Organization and Services Branch  

E. Glenn Featherston  
Assistant Commissioner, Division of State and Local School Systems
Introduction

SINCE the turn of the century, the eradication of illiteracy has been a matter of concern to many governments of the world. In recent years, these interests and concerns have brought about the implementation of literacy education programs at home and abroad principally through the efforts of individuals, public and voluntary organizations, literacy centers developed by UNESCO, and through a variety of technical assistance agreements between countries.

Early movements to reduce illiteracy in the United States and overseas are a matter of record in adult education literature. The scope of the illiteracy problem varies in different areas of the world and among different segments of the population. Although the national Census has shown a steady decline since 1910 in the number and percentage of illiterate adults in the total United States population, illiteracy in this country still remains a problem of considerable magnitude.

The first intensive efforts to implement organized learning for illiterate adults in this country came with the establishment of the famous "Moonlight Schools" of Kentucky, founded in 1911 by Cora Wilson Stewart, a dedicated teacher. Alabama, Arkansas, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Georgia soon followed this lead. Several other States began by selecting certain isolated counties where literacy campaigns could be started. Following World War I, there were repeated efforts to focus national attention on the problem of illiteracy in the United States.

In January 1924, a national conference on illiteracy was called jointly by the General Federation of Women's Clubs, the American Legion, the National Education Association, and the United States Bureau of Education. Underscoring the pressing need for such a conference was the fact that 1920 figures showed that five million men and women distributed among the several States of the Union were unable to read and to write. As late as 1924, the formal organization of teaching adult illiterates, both native- and foreign-born, was still considered a relatively new field.

The first organized attempt on the part of the Federal govern-
ment to secure systematic information on literacy education and adult education on a nationwide basis was made in May 1925. At that time, the U.S. Commissioner of Education sent a questionnaire on elementary education for adults to every State superintendent of education in the United States. Data gathered furnished information in the following areas: (1) State legislation governing literacy education; (2) State educational leadership; (3) State financial assistance; (4) local committees or groups providing adult classes; (5) adult student enrollments in 1923 and 1924; (6) State teacher-training help for adult classes; (7) description of program offered; and (8) present outlook for work in literacy education. Returns were received from 44 of the 48 States and from Alaska, the Virgin Islands, Canal Zone, and Hawaii. Many other studies, reports, and articles on this subject have been published since 1925 by the U.S. Office of Education. Some of the more significant ones are described in appropriate sections of this bibliography.

World War II and the Korean conflict again brought into sharp focus the problem of illiteracy and its effect upon manpower needs of the Nation. In 1950, there were 9½ million Americans who were "functionally illiterate" and many others were considered to be undereducated. Because of the magnitude and widespread nature of the problem, illiteracy concerns all who are now engaged in activities designed to raise the standard of living and the levels of culture of the peoples of the United States and the world. But by 1959 a Census report revealed that 7,800,000 adults 25 years of age and over, or 8 percent of this age group, were functionally illiterate—had completed less than 5 years of schooling. Of this number approximately 2,109,000 had no schooling; 5,600,000 were white (6.4 percent of the total whites), and 2,200,000 were nonwhites (23.5 percent of the total nonwhites).

In general, illiterates know that a person who can read and write is more adequately equipped to secure a better job and can, therefore, earn a better living. Those who join literacy education classes usually express a desire to learn in order to meet current demands of everyday life in the home, on the job, and in the community. Other millions of illiterates who do not read and write often conceal this deficiency for a lifetime—substituting a number of self-devised techniques for getting along without these literacy skills. Teachers, administrators, and lay leaders responsible for bringing added educational opportunities to illiterate adults are concerned more and more with the following interpersonal aspects of the problem of illiteracy:
INTRODUCTION

1. Interaction of the illiterate in the larger society and the limitations that make his upward mobility almost impossible;

2. The way that open society "offers" the illiterate some opportunities to integrate but views with alarm his partial or outright refusal to take advantage of these opportunities; and

3. Certain aspects of the "social system" of the illiterate adult—how he interacts with other illiterates.

Definitions

The following definitions should be useful to the users of this bibliography:

1. **Fundamental education** helps adults who have not had the advantages of formal schooling to understand the problems and challenges of their environment. It involves learning basic knowledge and skills essential for meeting day-to-day requirements of life. At the heart of fundamental education lies the need to acquire the ability to see, and the desire to meet, the most immediate and urgent individual and community problems, and to participate effectively in everyday, fundamental activities. These activities are concerned with situations often described as occupational literacy, civic literacy, social literacy, and personal literacy.

2. **Literacy education** consists of teaching an adult to read, write, and to handle arithmetic at the level of the fourth grade. More broadly and functionally defined, it is the kind of elementary education where an individual adult learns to read, write, figure, to comprehend in his own language, and to improve his life so as to benefit himself and the community.

3. **Functionally illiterate adults** are defined as those who have not completed the first four elementary grades or first four years of school. For practical purposes, a "literate" person is one who, according to the Census or other qualified agency, can read and write at the fourth grade level, an "illiterate" person is one who cannot.

4. **Basic adult elementary education classes** stress preparation in the three R's as fundamental skills to be used by adults in fulfilling their role as citizens, in earning a living, improving family life, and enriching their lives as individuals. Elementary adult education classes as considered in this publication include instruction only through the fourth grade.
This bibliography should be useful to educators, researchers, teachers, personnel managers and placement officers, industrial training supervisors, vocational and rehabilitation counselors, and volunteers engaged in full- or part-time work with the backward and illiterate adult. It should serve librarians in the development of professional and special collections of materials for reading courses, and for use in displays and exhibits in connection with general training programs, conferences, workshops, and institutes for literacy teachers and administrators.

This publication is presented in the hope that it will stimulate the development of new educational materials for and about the illiterate adult and increase one’s understanding of the nature, extent, and scope of literacy education as a means of bringing about fuller utilization of the human resources of the world.

AMBROSE CALIVER

Assistant to the Commissioner and Chief,
Adult Education Section.
SECTION I

Adult Elementary and Literacy Education in the United States—Background Readings

SINCE the mid 80's countless drives have been made against illiteracy at home and abroad. Earlier plans to eradicate illiteracy normally included a study of incoming or new residents in the states. As a result of such study carried on cooperatively by employers and community officials, itinerant illiterate employees were discovered in varying numbers. Some references in this section indicate both early and recent literacy education developments in the United States from 1860 through the present. Other references indicate the early leadership efforts at the Federal, State, and local levels, including governors' proclamations, declarations, and campaign plans. These efforts, together with those of voluntary and private groups, and uncounted numbers of individuals have played an important role in the reduction of illiteracy in the United States. Some of the efforts are recorded among the references in this and subsequent sections of the bibliography.

Ordinarily these references can be seen in libraries with large collections and are often available through interlibrary loan.
Part I.—Early Developments in Literacy Education in the United States, 1860-1950


Includes the following chapters: I, Statistics of Illiteracy; II, Areas of Least Illiteracy; III, Political Divisions With Illiteracy Rates Between 10 and 50 percent; IV, Political Divisions With Population Over Half Illiterate; V, Is Illiteracy Decreasing?; and VI, Illiteracy and Age Groups.


In the chapter, Unions as Educators, the author stresses the traditional stand of the trade union movement as the champion of increased educational opportunities through a general system of public education. Discusses the "struggle for self respect" among immigrant groups and common laboring classes.


An account of the action of Interior Secretary Ray Lyman Wilbur with the approval of President Hoover on Nov. 16, 1929, appointing a number of distinguished citizens as members of an Advisory Committee on National Illiteracy to study the question in all its phases. Cites various state efforts to reduce illiteracy and indicates different aspects of the work.


Contains a proclamation by the Governor of Alabama on Literacy Week beginning Mar. 21, 1924, and a suggested program to be followed throughout the State.


Pamphlet acquaints the general public with a striking piece of work for the removal of illiteracy among men of draft age, undertaken in a special drive in the summer of 1918.


Presents concrete examples of successful work toward reducing illiteracy in Alabama and indicates how illiter-

Tells the story of how the movable school (under the auspices of Tuskegee Institute) brought an agricultural field worker to the doors of thousands of Negro farmers to teach them better methods of sanitary living and farming in the South.


Written 4 years before the 1930 Census was taken, the pamphlet emphasizes increased dependence upon the written word. Presents facts concerning illiteracy and lists several ways to combat illiteracy.


The U.S. Commissioner of Education includes in this article a brief section indicating close ratio between illiteracy and ability to increase earnings and savings.


Describes illiteracy in the United States during a period of heavy immigration to this country. Tells how the illiterate adult "imitated" co-workers with reading and writing skills until he became a "passable" workman with the aid of evening school attendance.

Describes rural life school for Negro sharecroppers.


Counts ignorance an expensive evil at any time—more costly and more critical in war than in peacetime. Indicates disagreement between those who attempt to outline the causes behind illiteracy.


Describes the elements of UNESCO's plan for fundamental education. Literacy campaigns are considered to be only one of several essential elements of fundamental education—other areas emphasized are education for women and girls, health education, language problems and language teaching, and religious and moral education.


Presents national totals and a breakdown by percentages of major groups of illiterates over the period from 1890-1940.


Presents illiteracy statistics for Georgia and makes a strong case for census takers to improve upon the ancient practice of making no inquiry about the educational equipment of the individual, beyond the bare ability to read and write.


Brief reference to passing of the compulsory school attendance law of 1915 (effective in the fall of 1917). Indicates extent of illiteracy in Alabama by decades and by regions and the problems it caused.


Gives much credit to adult education groups and individual volunteers for progressive elimination of illiteracy through the Kentucky Moonlight Schools, public school night classes, and the nationwide drive against illiteracy through WPA.


Indicates that illiteracy in the United States was cut from 6 percent in 1920 to 4.3 percent in 1930—meaning that in 1930 a little over 4 out of every 100 persons 10 years of age and older were unable to read and write. Predicted an accelerated effort to reduce illiteracy in the 1940's.


Highlights President Roosevelt's report of the deferment of 433,000 men ineligible for Class I-A immediate World War II service "because of in-
ability to meet the Army's literacy requirement." Quotes an estimate by John W. Studebaker, U.S. Commissioner of Education, that at least 250,000 of the total number rejected were, except for educational deficiencies, otherwise fit for active duty.


Illiteracy in California. School and Society, 33:559, Apr. 25, 1931.

Reports that by 1931 every city in California maintained classes for illiterates in an effort to push the national campaign to eliminate illiteracy. Cites the role of the State Department of Education.


From the second annual report of the New York State Department of Education. Discusses illiteracy in the State, the extent of it, its location, and the remedies for it. Based on Census data for 1900 on persons 10 years of age or over unable to write in any language and, in the majority of cases, unable to read at all.


Indicates how States showing highest percentages of illiteracy in the 1920 Census became the centers for a crusade to clear up illiteracy in the decade between 1920 and 1930. Cites figures indicating that illiteracy was cut from 20 percent in 1870 to 6 percent in 1920.


Based on an analysis of the 1930 Census. Indicates that Virginia ranked 40th among other states in literacy. Cites expenditures, problems of rural areas, and high proportion of Negro population unable to read and write. Rate of progress was not as great in 1920-30 as it was in the preceding decade.

Indian Education in the United States. School and Society, 51: 775-776, June 29, 1940.

Reflects picture of reservation boarding schools for Indian youth prior to 1931; emphasizes the more recent establishment of community day schools as a means of "teaching the young and at the same time directly influencing their parents" who were unable to read and write.


Emphasizes the small amount being done to reduce illiteracy among U.S. adults and reports that although 351 school districts offered literacy classes in 1947-48 and 323 of these claimed to have classes in elementary education for adults, the enrollment was probably no more than 200,000 adults in the entire country. Outlines efforts to eliminate illiteracy in a dozen Latin American countries.

Deals with problems of adult elementary education for native-born adult illiterates and for foreign-born adults seeking to learn English.


Described as a “pioneer book” containing materials that must be further tested and verified. Includes the following chapter headings: The Problem of Illiteracy and the Value of Literacy Campaigns; The History of Modern Literacy Campaigns; Literacy Techniques; Literacy Methods; The Spiritual Literacy Campaigns; Organizing for Literacy Campaigns; and The Production of Literature.


Describes the early struggle of the International to interest and train cloakmakers through methods designed to make unionism attractive and at the same time, teach many of them to read and to write. In short, “no line was drawn between education, propaganda, politics, and so on.” Outlines naturalization work as a part of the early educational activities of the Union.


Cites causes and effects of illiteracy. Reports 15 States with literacy qualifications for voters and 33 without this requirement in 1925. Predicts this country’s readiness for a great forward movement against illiteracy.


Discusses extent of illiteracy in Ohio, rural and urban illiteracy, and its prevention in the United States.


Discusses the object of the election laws in New England, of similar laws then being passed in the Southern States, and a Congressional bill to restrict immigration.


Manual provides techniques and suggestions for use in organizing literacy campaigns, in data collection, and in the organization and management of classes for illiterates. Describes methods and materials for use in teaching illiterate adults.


The Committee appointed by Interior Secretary Wilbur, with approval of President Hoover, published this manual in response to the urgent demand
for guidance on the subject of illiteracy pertaining to the management of literacy classes, literacy campaigns, and methods and materials for use with illiterate adults.


A paper reprinted with additions from the report of the Connecticut Board of Education for 1875. Indicates the extent of illiteracy.


Presents figures for non-English-speaking population, illiterate adults, and alien population in Pennsylvania. Conclusions indicate need for an aggressive plan for the solution of the illiteracy problem, considering its extent and geographic distribution.


Presents facts which show the status of the above problems. Includes a digest of laws governing the administration of English and citizenship classes, and an outline of practical information on methods, devices, and teaching aids (p. 43-53).


Tells how instruction in English was provided for some 400,000 illiterate adults in Pennsylvania. Indicates extent of the burden maintained by private factories, plants, and public schools. A spot-check map shows proposed division of the State into zones for the purpose of organizing instruction for adult illiterates in 43 counties.


Presents legislative provisions relative to New York State literacy requirements for new voters. Cites the rules of the Board of Regents governing the issuance of certificates of literacy, and the recommendations and directions for administering the test and granting certificates.


The more or less fictitious and humorous account of an immigrant and his experience in an adult education class.

RUSSELL, WILLIAM F. Shortages in Education in the Midst of Plenty. Teachers College Record, 44:75-83, November 1942.

Discusses the following: A shortage in literacy, shortage in specific skills, shortage in airmindedness, and adjusting to a technological age.

Chapter 6, *Education*, indicates illiteracy rates in New Mexico as of 1940 covering the Indian and non-Indian population of the State.


Gives a general picture of the state of illiterate adults at home and abroad. Presents a chronology of events and efforts that led to effective attacks upon illiteracy and ignorance.


Bulletin indicates progress made toward increasing literacy in New Mexico as of 1934; traces trends in illiteracy in the State from 1870–1930.


Report of the State Supervisor of Adult Schools in South Carolina indicates illiteracy statistics by county. Contrasts South Carolina’s rate at 49.5 with New York’s rate 16.6 (with its large foreign born population). Tells how illiterates were reached through individual teaching.


The story of the Moonlight Schools and those who pioneered (in the early 1900’s) as volunteers in an effort to teach isolated Kentucky mountain people “to read and write and something more.” Contains a brief section on literacy education for returning World War I soldiers and for male illiterates in the prisons of the State.


Statement of Winthrop Talbot regarding the effort in progress in New York City toward the reduction of illiteracy among employees in factories.


Statement by Honorable Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, emphasizing the urgency of the problem of illiteracy and its effect upon the Nation.


Indicates how the problem of illiteracy was approached by active organizations such as neighborhood Sunday schools, farmers' clubs, school improvement associations, library associations, Red Cross, and garden and women's clubs.


Record of statement of Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart, educator, describing the Moonlight Schools for adults and the work in literacy education carried on in some 87 counties in Kentucky and other parts of the South prior to World War I.


Contains resolution of the National Conference for the Eradication of Illiteracy which grew out of a conference of many State superintendents of public instruction and administrative school officers. The number of illiterates was placed at 5½ million and described as "a source of weakness and menace."

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF THE CENSUS.


Indicates literacy rates of selected countries of the world as of 1915.


Reports the ranking of States according to literacy rates as of 1905.


Discusses the size of the national illiteracy problem among native- and foreign-born illiterates. Stresses the importance of the able teacher in literacy education.


Discusses the extent of illiteracy and the activities of various agencies working to effect its reduction. Describes early public school efforts. Describes the Worker's Class for Adult Illiterates in New York City. Includes detailed statistics of immigrant illiteracy around 1916.

Indicates some of the problems involved in work with adult illiterates in the mid-twenties. Outlines lesson materials for classroom use and includes some suggestions for those who work with native- and foreign-born illiterates.

---

**Illiteracy:** Derived from Census Tables of 1860. Circulars of Information, August 1870. Washington: The Department, 1870. 70 p.

Shows very early illiteracy figures based upon Census tables of 1860.

---


A statement showing in some detail the extent of illiteracy in the United States among those 10 years old and over based on the 1910 Census. Includes a description of a 2-year experiment in the mountain counties of Kentucky to ascertain whether illiterate adults and older children could be taught to read and write within a limited time.

---


Contents: Americanization Movement; Organization and Administration; Methods of Teaching; Special Classes (including factory classes and women's classes); and Helps in Teaching Native-Born Illiterates.


---


Part I deals with the general problem of illiteracy as it existed in the United States between 1870 and 1920. Part II reports results of the study of illiteracy in relation to certain "selected social phenomena," including the birthrate, early marriage, infant mortality, size of family, urbanization, and mobility to other states.

---

**World Illiteracy. School and Society, 30:423-424. Sept. 28, 1929.**

Based on U.S. Bureau of Education studies, the article reports that world illiteracy was on the increase in 1929. Indicates how the theory that education should be limited to the governing and privileged classes was reversed at the turn of the century with accompanying drops in illiteracy rates in several great empires adopting new democratic forms of government.
Part 2—Some Recent Developments in Literacy Education
In the United States, 1950-1960


Summarizes major objectives of adult education in modern life and traces gains in this area of education in recent years.


The author discusses what he feels is an immediate need for a systematic, professional evaluation of methods used in attempts to eliminate illiteracy. Outlines some of the successes of commercial television in making available instruction for the illiterate adult through weekly programming.


The author is convinced that in today's life the problem is to select sources and choose wisely in order to more effectively organize our "learning."


The author says "the attack on illiteracy and the provision of citizenship education for the foreign and native born are not the whole of fundamental education. Other elements, spiritual as well as material, appear as factors in the problem." Covers the following topics: Fundamental Education Defined; Education for Social Adjustment and Change; Fundamental Education as a Foundation for Effective Living; and The Role of the Public Schools.


Discusses the extent of illiteracy, outlines some present programs and activities, and indicates current trends. Available through the Koinonia Foundation, Box 574, Baltimore 8, Md.


A statistical study of literacy status in the United States. Describes some of the major problems in the march toward universal schooling and literacy.


Highlights the events leading up to the establishment of the National Commission for Adult Literacy. Outlines the commission's purposes and its plans.


Leaflet defines fundamental education and indicates ways in which the undereducated are being served in several areas of the world.

Retraces the crippling effect of educationally deficient young adults in the Korean War mobilization effort. Emphasizes some of the obstacles to greater learning and teaching effectiveness in literacy training. Establishes literacy education as a civilian problem rather than a military one.


A report of the Literacy Education Project conducted during the 3-year period 1947-50 under the sponsorship of the Office of Education. Outlines purposes of the project, financial assistance, and indicates materials developed including readers, workbooks, and manuals for teachers of adult elementary classes.


Traces early efforts in the nation to combat illiteracy among adults. Makes an urgent appeal for cooperation with the National Commission of Adult Literacy, a non-Government agency established by the Adult Education Association of the United States in 1957. Cites the commission's approach to an objective program to reduce illiteracy among adults.

———. The National Concern for Adult Education. School Life, 39, 8:5-6, May 1957.

Emphasis is placed upon groups of adults who need special help—one of these groups is the undereducated. The author believes "it is of national concern that the people of America become aware of the trends that make adult education more necessary today than ever before."

———. and HOLDEN, JOHN. Government's Concern for Adult Education. School Life, 39, 9:5-6, June 1957.

Identifies special responsibilities of public schools to provide educational opportunities for adults. Emphasizes the role of State Departments of Education and the U.S. Office of Education.


Outlines the nature and scope of fundamental and literacy education. Highlights trends in programs and services, methods, materials, and television in this area of adult education.

CORTRIGHT, RICHARD W. Teaching Illiterates To Read: The Role of Literistics. Journal of Developmental Reading, 2, 2:3-11, winter 1959.

Points up increasing interest in literistics (the study of literacy methods). Discusses functions or modes of training including: (1) Preparation of introductory materials, (2) literature for new literates, (3) training literacy teachers, and (4) teaching illiterate adults.

———. They Are Learning to Read. Adult Leadership, 8, 2:54-56, June 1959.

Outlines the way trained volunteers are teaching illiterates to read and write.


In Chapter 18, Personnel Management, the author discusses Training Workers: Education in Industry. He indicates the role of company schools in providing educational opportunities to workers with limited educational backgrounds.


Includes information relating to years of schooling completed; selective service rejectees; results of illiteracy, based upon data from the 1950 Census.


The author wants the reader to think about the effects of immigration upon American popular culture and to recognize the fact that its impact on culture gives rise to complex problems. Indicates the role and attitudes of business interests, labor, educators, and the immigrant who settled in America in the early 1800's and 1900's, many of whom were known to be illiterate, unschooled, and underprivileged.


Reports observations on the N.J. State Prison over a 3-year period. The reader acquainted with typical prison educational programs for illiterates or near-illiterates may profit from the data on "social types."


A basic reference for those seeking important facts about certain aspect of the adult education field and the national organizations in it. Interested members of the general public can use it to get an understanding of what adult education is; new workers can use it as a manual of good practices.


Reports results of two surveys (1947 and 1948 and a follow-up in 1950) of literacy education class offerings in the school districts of the nation. Comments upon findings; describes methods and materials, and gives sources of help for literacy teachers.


One in a series of four articles on literacy. Emphasizes the simple fact that literacy instruction is not available to most adults who need it. Outlines the need for increased educational services to the illiterate.


Last in a series of four articles on literacy education suggested by the Office of Education Committee on Educational Rejectees. Tells how illiteracy slows up national defense, retards economic growth and social progress, and endangers democracy. Urges a national program of action.

Part I, Teaching Illiterates, describes classroom materials, tells how to organize successful rural or urban campaigns, and suggests training programs for literacy workers. Part II, Writing for New Literates, explains how to prepare interesting reading materials for new literates and includes examples of simple and effective writing. Suggests the need for diplomacy when dealing with adults who are learning to read.


Encourages the study of the social factors in illiteracy. Discusses "resistance to literacy" on the part of those who fail to adjust to demands of a society that requires literacy.


Recommends a re-examination of the crucial situation that resulted in heavy rejections prior to and since the Korean War. Sees need for serious consideration of how to gain better health for children and adults, and how to "achieve" basic education and literacy for American people.


The author tells the story of a well-known missionary-educator's efforts to "satisfy the great thirst for knowledge among illiterate millions throughout the world."


Helpful booklet provides some hard-hitting facts about the 10 million men and women in America who cannot read or write. Outlines the program of the Commission.


Describes the scope and nature of the problem of illiteracy and its negative effect upon the economy and military manpower needs. Refers to the expansion of public literacy education programs in California, South Carolina, Michigan, and New Jersey and reports the highlights of a large oil company's program for 1,450 employees in East Baton Rouge Parish, La.


Discusses the following questions: Can critical thinking be taught? Is literacy enough? What is functional illiteracy?


One of a series of articles emphasizing the economic aspects of illiteracy. Stresses high cost of illiteracy as it affects farm production, hastens displacement of farm workers, lowers living standards, and plagues the illiterate with opportunities for only low grade and low paying jobs.

SCANLON, DAVID G. Patterns of Fundamental Education.
Teachers College Record, 58: 213-226, January 1957.

Defines fundamental education. Outlines the various approaches to fundamental education including the regional approach, national programs, bilateral approaches, the non-government approach, and the cooperative efforts by church-affiliated groups and by Governments. Considers fundamental education as an integral part of the total economic development of a country.


Challenging statement tells how illiteracy hurts the whole economy at a time when increasing technical and mechanical complexity, extensive knowledge, and highly developed skills are at a premium in the factory, on the farm, and in our national defense program.


Stresses population and illiteracy census data by continents and regions. Contains sections devoted to primary and secondary education, teacher training, higher education, public expenditures on education, libraries and museums, book production, daily newspapers, paper consumption, film, radio broadcasting, and television.


Defines the scope of community development and of fundamental education in various countries. States that fundamental education is designed to supplement "incomplete schooling" economically underdeveloped rural and urban areas.


This "first systematic survey of illiteracy on a worldwide scale" by an international organization, describes efforts to combat illiteracy, its extent by countries, major and lesser areas of illiteracy, illiteracy and school enrollment, illiteracy and national income, and illiteracy and urban industrialization.


Emphasizes sharp drop in illiteracy rates in every State during the first half of the 20th century. Includes table indicating illiteracy rate of population 14 years old and over in the United States by divisions and States from 1900 to 1930 plus estimates as of 1950.


Reports survey results of Census data on illiteracy as of 1952.

Reports most recent trends in literacy and educational levels of the people of the United States. Major emphasis is placed upon "gains" in educational attainment and upon the illiteracy rate for the nation which is fixed, by this survey, at its lowest point since reliable statistics on the subject have been gathered by the Bureau.


Reports survey results of Census data on illiteracy based on 1950 census. No breakdown of figures between foreign- and native-born persons is given.


In several of the goals, strong emphasis is placed on the school and the adults working together in the interest of children; and upon improving learner competence in the fields of health and safety, personal economics, and citizenship. Can be examined at the Department of the Interior Library, Washington, D. C.


Indicates family-based problems of the Spanish speaking "colonies" receiving so much attention in the news from time to time. Cites lack of educational opportunity among adults as a chief factor in social isolation and problem-ridden family life among this group of "newcomers."


Discusses the "educationally deprived," the education of illiterates—Army style, and the range and danger of illiteracy. The author feels that "illiteracy is a waste and is under-utilization we can ill afford if we are to maintain the free world's way of life against the efforts of the Communist world to undermine and destroy it." Indicates illiteracy is not a fog which will lift if we merely wait.


Suggests a national crusade for universal literacy. Outlines the role of research and the need for appropriate teaching materials.
SECTION II.

Literacy Education Programs in the United States: Some Activities and Problems

NUMEROUS ATTEMPTS have been made to assess the extent of adult illiteracy in the United States and the progress made in combating it. However, increased public and professional understanding of the social, economic, and psychological implications of illiteracy is needed.

Titles in Part I, Reaching Illiterates Through Organized Classes and Mass Media, furnish information about a variety of programs and activities involving illiterate adults. Most of the current programs in literacy instruction are maintained by public schools or by private voluntary groups. Titles have been selected to show the ways in which a wide variety of agencies are using educational techniques and principles to reduce the effects of undereducation in a society growing increasingly inhospitable to those who are unable to perform elementary tasks requiring some degree of proficiency in language and arithmetic skills.

Titles in Part II, Research Studies and Survey Reports, include references to reports, observations, and experiences in teaching the communication skills in adult classes. Studies of backwardness among non-reading adults are also included. Some insight should be gained from these references concerning some of the difficulties, needs, and interests of illiterate adults. They should also indicate the role of the teacher and researcher as a working team.
Part 1—Reaching Illiterates Through Organized Classes and Mass Media


Discusses the need for fundamental education on a worldwide basis, and some of the key problems involved.


Brief review of the successes of commercial television facilities in making instruction to illiterates available. Discusses possibility for development of a systematic, professional evaluation of methods used in attempts to eliminate illiteracy.


Describes day classes in New York City for adults of all ages who want to learn to read and write or to prepare themselves for citizenship. Classes are held at public school buildings, settlement houses, libraries, community centers, and sometimes in hospitals.


Describes training programs for workers and families in the following areas: Wheeler Dam, Pickwick Dam, Gunterville Dam and adjacent regions in the Chattanooga area, and at Wilson Dam. Tells of WPA teachers brought in to conduct classes in the 8R's in general adult education plus activities in health education, agriculture, and to promote a live-at-home program.


Reports procedures with an adult beginners' reading class in Harlem.


A report of the Literacy Education Project conducted during the 3-year period of 1947-50 under sponsorship of the Office of Education. Outlines purposes of the project and financial assistance received. Indicates materials developed including four readers, workbooks, and manuals for teachers of adult elementary classes.


Outlines the nature and scope of fundamental and literacy education. Highlights trends in programs and services, methods, materials, and television in this area of adult education.

CASSIRER, HENRY R. Television and Fundamental Education.
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Dramatizes the trend toward an increase in TV stations in many areas of the world. Takes a close look at the role television might play in fundamental education. Emphasizes TV's adaptability to regional conditions; tells how it creates a community spirit, or stimulates political activity when used with the printed page, the filmstrip, or in the light of local work projects.


Background reading for the professional leader who would become more familiar with the "prison community" and with those who are handicapped by poor educational backgrounds within prison boundaries.


Author is director of Baylor University Literacy Center. Explains in detail how workers met some of the technical problems associated with the planning and programming of the first "literacy by television" series in Southwestern United States from a station in Waco, Texas.


Describes the role of the teacher of illiterates and the job of maintaining a suitable climate for learning; discusses literistics (the study of literacy methods). Considers (1) preparation of introductory materials, (2) literature for new literates, (3) training literate teachers, and (4) teaching illiterates adults.


Tells how trained volunteers under the leadership of specialists at Baylor Literacy Center at Waco, Texas, are teaching illiterates to read and write.


Reports results of a survey of 1 state prisons in 46 states and 16 federal prisons in 13 states where instruction for illiterate and near illiterate inmates is provided. Presents some views on teaching reading as a literacy rehabilitation effort.


Discusses Special Training Units set up for illiterate and educationally retarded men. Indicates objectives, procedures, and achievements. Describes Armed Forces educational programs at the other end of the scale, such as the V-12 Navy Program for special professional fields; the Armed Forces Institute for university extension work and regular courses of civilian and military import, ranging from the elementary to the highly technical and professional.


Tells the story of the Navy's World War II program for training the full
tionally illiterate. Indicates the hazards of illiteracy in a military situation. Describes classroom methods and materials used.


The author, a manpower economist, describes the plight of the illiterate in the United States; tells of growing inhospitable attitudes toward the illiterate in the labor force. Stresses the role of leadership at all levels in eliminating the hard core of the problem.


Presents national totals and a breakdown by percentages of major groups of illiterates over the period from 1890-1940.


Tells the "classic" story of the struggle of organized labor in America as seen through the eyes of Samuel Gompers, the immigrant cigar maker who became the leader of millions of factory workers (many of whom were handicapped by ignorance and illiteracy).


Indicates that organized labor realizes that "education is not an arbitrary thing that automatically ends with a certain year of life, but that it must continue throughout life if the individual is really to live and make progress."

Emphasizes the need for new information and wider knowledge on the part of all adults.


Outlines the scope of educational programs in local public housing projects in several cities of the United States during and at the close of World War II. Discusses implications for adult education starting from the point where the community learns that a housing project is being developed through the entire process of displacement, relocation, and adjustment of site occupants. Discusses (1) program objectives and justification in terms of the public interest, (2) tenant rights and privileges, and (3) future stake in the project under development.

JOHNSON, HOWARD. The Role of the Public Schools in Adult Education. *The Public School Adult Educator*, 1, 1:3-4, September 1957.

Emphasizes the current role of the public school as it serves adults who have passed the compulsory school age. Cites examples of learning opportunities in academic and vocational education, citizenship, and civic education.


The author concludes that a large demand always exists for reading materials bearing directly upon the daily occupations of readers. States that even though some 597 libraries were located in communities heavily populated with laborers, often no special effort was
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made to serve or to reach factory workers.


A handbook for literacy campaigns.


Curriculums are adapted to special conditions and needs of adults; vocational training is offered in sparsely populated northern Canadian Territories outside Provincial boundaries in an important move to expand adult education services.


A study of human relations in a New York City area served by the Hudson Guild. Indicates some characteristics of the population (educated and uneducated) and the use of a variety of social resources.


Reports the study and evaluation of Agricultural Extension Service through Jeane Teachers and Home and Farm Demonstration Agents. Indicates how the program stresses the need for functional and realistic approach in meeting the needs of adults it serves and shows the necessity for “direct attack” upon immediate and real problems.

Nation Wide Program Against Illiteracy To Be Continued. School and Society. 66:277, Oct. 11, 1947.

Describes a nationwide program initiated in 1946 by the U.S. Office of Education under a grant by the Carnegie Corporation of New York to reduce illiteracy among 10 million adults. A statement by Dr. John M. Studebaker sets down the method of approach and major objectives of the project.

Ogden, Jean, and Ogden, Jesi. These Things We Tried. Charlottesville: University of Virginia Extension Division, 1949. 432 p.

Describes experiments conducted during a 5-year period designed to aid Virginia rural communities in developing self-help programs. A summary of experiences of two pioneer adult educators.

Survey performed under contract with U.S. Office of Education proposes broad encompassing guidelines for education of Alaskan natives. Findings and recommendations emphasize the continuing need for careful research in anthropology, education, and sociology to point the way toward the intelligent solution of problems faced by Alaskan natives as a culturally atypical group.


Discusses educational offerings in Baltimore schools designed to offset adult illiteracy. Tells how practical reading, writing, and arithmetic skills are strengthened through practice drills related to everyday shopping duties, completing forms, or reading signs including those which appear in the factory, on the streets, and in stores.


Discusses adult education as administered under State laws where State or district boards of education, or where county or local authorities are responsible for removal of illiteracy. Statistical tables indicate Negro participation in adult education programs in 15 southern cities and in selected southern States by type of state-promoted public school programs.


A brief review of the Army experience in training illiterate soldiers for Army assignments. Cites the well-known statement of an Army General—"education is the backbone of the Army."


Describes classes in beginning reading offered at Salem public schools for adults who need this type of instruction. Explains the importance of special textbooks for literacy education classes.


The story of the development of Bryn Mawr summer school program for women workers. Indicates how learning opportunities were provided for a group of factory workers, many of whom were deprived of education beyond the lower elementary grades. Of basic interest to those not familiar with the early development and expansion of workers education for adults of all ages.


Describes the Army's Special Training Unit Program with native- and foreign-born illiterates, covering methods, selection and training of teachers, and development of instructional materials.


Describes programs and services included in adult education programs in Louisiana through general adult educa-
tion and literacy classes, war education centers, the opportunity school, camp opportunity school, counseling services for opportunity school alumni, and alumni study groups. Discusses class offerings including consumer education, conservation, classes for midwives, continuation classes for those desiring high school diplomas, and war education center offerings.


Article tells how an educational TV station in Memphis developed "a bold new program for combating illiteracy—handicap of 10 million Americans and countless more millions in the backward nations of the world."


The pamphlet emphasizes the plight of the adult illiterate in modern society. Briefly outlines the Commission's adult literacy program. Available from the Commission, 1526 17th Street, NW, Washington 6, D.C.


Description of author's experiences in teaching adult foreign-born illiterates.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BRANCH OF EDUCATION, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. Basic Adult Education—Whose Job Is It? Indian Education, No. 338, Feb. 1, 1960. Published at Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kans. (Free upon request to Indians, members of the Bureau, public schools, and libraries.)

Describes the need of adult Indians for the basic tools of communication plus a reasonably good knowledge of himself in relation to the world about him. Indicates the role of the school, government agencies, and nonpublic groups which now form the small core so urgently concerned with helping the seriously undereducated adult in America today.


Cites the pressing need of adult education programs by American Indians who, because of educational handicaps, need the basic tools of communication to enlarge their understanding of such things as child rearing and education for children; time and money management; civic and social responsibilities; and newer ways of earning a livelihood for themselves and their families.


Repeats the often heard story: The 10 million "have asked for little, and, as a consequence, have received little in the way of continuing education." Expresses concern that too many Indian adults in reservation communities are in the 10-million group. Sees the Bureau's on-reservation adult education program expanding through numerous new units already established in several regional areas.

Indicates that acceptance of adult education may vary considerably from one Indian "community" to another. Cites factors which typically inhibit adults the world over in participating in fundamental education programs as follows: (1) Lack of belief that the program will help them, (2) reluctance to identify themselves as needing help, and (3) lack of confidence in their own ability to learn.


Shows what is done by the Puerto Rican school system to help cushion the adjustment process of those who might migrate to other areas.


Covers testing in Special Training Units, functional methods of instruction, use of functional materials, and the integration of materials and instruction.


Indicates the role of the teacher and the successful use of functional methods and materials in classes for the illiterate and non-English speaking inductees in Armed Forces Special Training Units. Stresses three things that the war taught us: (1) the mass of American youths are educable; (2) illiteracy need not continue as a great social problem in America; and (3) Army Special Training Units demonstrated certain principles of significance to every teacher.


Cites objectives of educational programs set up by the Bureau of Prisons. These include elementary education for the illiterate and the borderline illiterate (keeping within Federal prison law stipulating that a prisoner entering a penal institution "must show at least fifth-grade ability, or attend school at least an hour a day for basic instruction in arithmetic, reading, and writing.") Describes educational programs at several of the large Federal penal institutions.


Answers the question, "What, if anything, can TV do to combat adult illiteracy?" Describes the TV course offered at Station KWNO-TV, Memphis, Tenn., in one-half-hour lessons three times a week for the adult who has never learned to read and write.
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Part 2—Research Studies and Survey Reports


Presents results of controlled experiment using two reading methods: a mixed method combining "look and say" sentence with phonic approaches, and a new method called the Monson method (essentially a visual phonic approach) an active method in that the student "has to do everything himself." The new method was considered more effective among two groups of children retarded in reading.


Analysis of the interest responses of 100 illiterates to Berdie's List of 22 liked and disliked activities, such as playing checkers, shooting pool, dancing, fishing, picnics, football, or swimming.


Reports the relationship of literacy, as defined by Gray's Oral Reading Test, to the 1937 Terman vocabulary list when intelligence is held constant. Results of this study are limited to the United States Army population of adult males in an army center for illiterates where this information was gathered.


Reports the results of a study of information-test scores made by Army illiterates. Evaluates the scores of bilingual inductees and rejectees.

Presents data on the following four groups of Army illiterates studied: 100 northern whites, 100 northern Negroes, 100 southern whites, and 100 southern Negroes.


Reports a study of test results among inductees classified as illiterate. Presents data concerning the validity of Wechsler standard scores in terms of the occupations illiterate trainees had pursued. Authors warn that, although literacy and verbal aptitude are correlated, this is not sufficiently high for one to assume that all illiterates are automatically dull.


This article discusses an experimental literacy campaign using syllable charts among adult monolingual Chol Indians in Chiapas, Mexico, conducted by staff members of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, University of Oklahoma. Preprimer charts are illustrated.


In Part IV, Chapter 10, *Role Impair-*

ment: Mental Handicaps, (p. 216-241), under the topic heading. The Illiterate in American Society, the author describes the way in which the illiterate, because of his handicap, tends to withdraw from the larger world. Discusses the illiterate's role of compliance, concealment of his deficiency, and/or substitution of some nonsymbolic technique for a symbolic one. As an outsider, he tends to create a separate world with others like himself who develop a culture of their own.


Indicates the extent to which public schools, private agencies and institutions, and individual efforts are reaching illiterates at home and abroad. Indicates change in illiteracy figures that has come about in the past 20 years and some of the expectations in this field.


Places reading disabilities in two major categories: language, and experience deficits. Sees retardation in reading as a significant problem at all school levels in spite of the fact that materials of instruction have been significantly improved over the years, that methodology has been improved, and a wealth of literature has been accumulated on human development and learning. Discussion of "Symptoms" should be helpful to teachers of adults.


Teachers of adult elementary classes should find in this book much that may be useful to the reading teacher at all levels.
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The author is convinced that in today’s life the problem is to select sources and choose wisely in order to more effectively organize our learning.

BROUSE, TIMM T. Experiment in Adult Reading. Adult Education Bulletin, 4:15-18, October 1939.

Describes an experiment with a class of men and women in Harlem which grew out of an interest in determining the extent to which accepted techniques, already in use in the more progressive primary schools, would be successful in classes of beginning adults.


Stresses the constant need for emphasis upon “education” in considering fundamental education. Reminds the reader that the first feature to stress is that “fundamental education is not primarily concerned with material matters, but with mental and moral development and with values and attitudes.” Lays down some ground rules for the evaluator.


Discusses the problem of illiteracy, its causes and remedies. Describes methods and materials.

CHADDETON, HESTER, and LYLE, MARY S. Reasons Given by Iowa Women for Attending Homemaking Classes for Adults. Special Report No. 12, Agricultural Experiment Station, Iowa State College, June 1952. 26 p.

Survey report of reasons given for attending special homemaking classes for women.


Discusses a comprehensive 1-year project to attack the problems of functional illiteracy among Negro adult students. The project was made possible by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York and was sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education in cooperation with the American Association of Adult
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Education and the National Conference on Adult Education and the Negro.


Reports the results of a questionnaire survey of educational activities carried on by some 500 of the largest industrial corporations in the United States. Estimates the extent of these activities, tells what industry is teaching, describes some teaching methods, explains reasons for this recent significant development, and evaluates the impact it is having upon traditional educational institutions and American culture.


Reports results of the study of factors influencing the difficulty of reading materials for adults of limited reading ability. Suggests that experimentation is needed for selecting more materials and in writing materials according to detailed specifications. Such experimentation would be designed to discover whether such materials are consistently useful in selecting and preparing reading matter more easily comprehended by adults who have limited reading ability.


Discusses some of the difficulties involved in establishing a "desirable standard of literacy" and the testing of such standards.


An experiment conducted by the U.S. Air Force Language School, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, where non-English speaking students were offered 24 weeks of English language and literacy training, prior to specialty course training in Jet Engine Mechanics at another base. Training technique included the use of basic English vocabulary lists and sample tape drills aimed at achieving some skill in aural comprehension, oral expression, reading, writing, and arithmetic.


Tells how the inservice training program for teachers was set up, financed, and operated.


An account of UNESCO’s first General Conference in 1946 which urged that education be “brought to the illiterate and poverty stricken parts of the world.” Indicates the role of UNESCO’s Clearing House publications including the Monograph series, the Occasional Papers, Fundamental and Adult Education (the Quarterly), and Education Abstracts.

DuBois, Rachel D. Group Conversation Methods Used in

Tells how thousands were taught to read, and write and speak the English language at Labor Temple, an institution sponsored by the National Presbyterian Board in New York City.


Outlines goals of the course indicating that while it was desired that adult teachers receive some tools and techniques for understanding and working with adult students, the following objectives were being sought: that teachers come to know and understand themselves better (emotional needs and ways to satisfy them); through this understanding develop a keener understanding of and appreciation for feelings, desires and needs of adults; to accomplish better organization of instruction; to get understanding of students as people and that the most important learning in the classroom may not be subject matter learning but emotional—learning to enjoy learning, to like people, to feel an interest in others, and to learn to work happily with others.


Proposed in this article is a rating scale to determine the minimum literacy requirements of a job. Describes the rationale for such a scale and the steps involved in its construction. Discusses sources of data on employment of illiterate workmen.

EGAN, MARGARET. An Experiment in Advisory Service at Graded Reading in the CC Camps. Library Quarterly, 7:47-491, October 1937.

The experiment reported here describes the first attempt to give grade individual reading guidance in CC Camps. Indicates books used, degree difficulty as expressed by readers, a level of schooling achieved by participants ranging from second grade upward.


Part VI, Special Problems in Reading for Effective Living (p. 158-172), includes articles of interest to those engaged in teaching reading in English speaking countries and those teaching English as a second language.


Based upon a series of informal interviews and observations of illiterate males (18 to 26), this research report conceptualizes the role of the illiterate in the American social system of today. Conclusions cover three problem areas: (1) Interaction of the illiterate in the larger society and the limitations that make upward mobility almost impossible; (2) integration of the illiterate into the social system; and (3) some aspects of the social system of the illiterate (interaction among themselves). Fundamental and Adult Education. Vol. 9, January 1957. No. 1.

Issue is devoted to the problems involved in the definition and measurement of illiteracy.
ment of literacy. Special emphasis is placed upon research and experiments undertaken in recent years directed at improving methods of teaching adults to read and write and providing opportunities to use these skills.


GINZBERG, ELI, and BRAY, DOUGLAS W. The Uneducated. New York: Columbia University Press, 1953. 246 p. Reports research findings resulting from a widely known, large-scale research project under the title: “The Conservation of Human Resources.” Part I, Education and Society, gives a detailed analysis of men rejected for military service during World War II, reflecting regions where illiteracy has been a continuing factor and the areas where progress has lagged. Statistical data is well presented.

GOLDBERG, SAMUEL. Army Training of Illiterates in World War II. New York: Columbia University Teachers College, 1951. 302 p. An important study outlining the experience of the United States Army in training illiterates received through induction centers during World War II. Indicates methods and materials used, and some psychological barriers involved in the training program.

GRAY, WILLIAM S. How Well Do Adults Read? In Adult Reading. Fifty-fifth Yearbook. Part II: National Society for the Study of Education. Chicago: University of Chicago, 1956. Chapter II interprets results of literacy studies conducted in the United States. Indicates that one-half of our adult population is unable to read with ease or to understand much of the material published that relates to current social issues and trends (which in itself poses an adult education problem of great magnitude).


Presents results of a survey of reading research in the period from July 1, 1956, to June 30, 1957. Lists and discusses 96 titles; many will interest the adult education teacher.


States specific aims and technical procedures of Army special training program which, in addition to instruction in basic military subject matter, made provision for regular instruction in the following elementary subjects: Reading, language expression, arithmetic, orientation, and current events. Describes teaching materials used to promote the successful adaptation of the marginal soldier to Army life.


Discusses the world movement toward literacy. Points out some vital problems inhibiting a more general development of literacy, including the availability of materials, the supply of teach-
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ers, and the methodology of teaching reading.


Persons engaged in literacy education will be interested in the following chapters in this survey: Chapter II, Influence of Type of Language on Literacy Training; Chapter IV, Reading Attitudes and Skills Essential to Functional Literacy; Chapter V, Methods of Teaching Reading; Chapter VI, Findings of Research That Help in the Choice of Methods; and Chapter VIII, Teaching Adults to Read.


Reports investigation of the problem of illiteracy in Great Britain among youths and adults. Chapter 7, The Illiterate Adult, indicates the state of knowledge of postwar reading ability, and describes procedures used in the testing of thousands of persons.


Twenty-eight American groups of differing social class were given tests by Haggard under various conditions of motivation, practice, item form, etc. Difference between “lows” and “highs” decreased under motivation and practice. Pupils of low status showed as much ability to learn as the highs and gained more under the conditions familiar to them.


An important research study indicating that (1) there is a much higher incidence of neuropsychiatric disorder among the illiterate than among the literate group; (2) illiteracy is of diagnostic not only of mental deficiency but of the various personality disorders as well—it seems to add to the stress on personal adjustment; and (3) in handling the problem of illiteracy through any special training program it would be advisable to provide intensive psychiatric service both for the individual adjustment, and therapeutically,” since the handicap offers more than a simple educational problem.


The authors see adult education (vital its numerous possibilities for child psychology, personality, mental health and the like) as one line of direct positive action which psychologists have at their disposal which should not be neglected.


Indicates grade placement of 38 simplified classics according to the Flesch and Dale-Chall readability formulas. Placements range from grade 4 through grade 10, with most at grades 6 and 7.


Specific emphasis is placed upon school learning. Contains useful information on the orientation of adult students, counseling low- and high-ability adults, adult motivation, and scope of educational and personal counseling services. Outlines the characteristics and needs of the young adult, the middle-aged, and the elderly.


Outlines procedure for examination of Army recruits to determine that the subjects were illiterate though not mentally deficient. The test is described as a means of distinguishing the malingerer from either the true illiterate or mental defective.


Analyzes many of the social and economic forces, and the associations and organizations in rural communities of America and their relationship to education at all levels. Chapter 4, *The Sociology of the Rural Community*, should be useful to leaders who are not familiar with rural community life.


Encourages the study of the social factors in illiteracy. Discusses “resistance to literacy” on the part of those who fail to adjust to demands of a society that requires literacy.


Indicates the acceleration of scientific interest in the small face-to-face group as an object of study. Suggests and discusses four assumptions about individuals and groups which are intended to challenge the belief that individuals and groups “must necessarily have incompatible or compatible interests.”


A survey of the interests, needs, and problems of people residing in an area of New York City served by the Hudson Guild.


States that the teacher or leader must know how to motivate the adult learner...
and how to use the learner's interest and attitudes in a learning situation. The author believes that individual differences in the ability of adults to learn must be recognized and given appropriate weight.


The author indicates that "schooling makes a difference in a person's score on the intelligence tests he takes as a mature adult." Lorge says "these differences are important not only for the individual but for society. Society must recognize that the restriction of educational opportunities ... may mean the attenuation of its chief human resource—the functioning intelligence of its citizenry."


Attempts to answer the question so pertinent at the end of World War II: How will the undereducated serviceman fare educationally under the G.I. Bill of Rights? Indicates the role of public school adult education programs in this problem area.


Chapter I will interest adult educators. This chapter illustrates how the illiterate adult is sometimes partially successful in attempts at integration with "educated" adults only because he is accepted in roles which do considerable violence to the higher values which have been termed "The American Creed." Observes how open society (1) offers opportunities to integrate, (2) views partial or non-integration as failure to take advantage of these opportunities, and (3) condones the partial integration illiterate by accepting him in inferior statuses as an adult.


Important study concerning the identification and analysis of the motivational motives of adult student attending school courses.


The author expresses confidence in the old saying that "a little knowledge is a dangerous thing." States that literacy without skill and competence is useless; without character and moral principles, it can be dangerous.


Briefly describes the situation (p. 232) where the existence of persons who do not comply with the higher values of the society is accommodated means of a particularistic orientation toward these persons, "motivated least in part by material advantage accruing from their possibilities as exploitable market."

PAUVERT, JEAN-CLAUDE. Social Sciences As An Aid Fundamental Education. Fundamental and Adult Education, 144-149, October 1956.

Discusses the important part motivation can play in community development and adult education. The teacher will benefit from discussion.
the following topics: Fundamental education group attitudes and human relations; and social integration and change of scale, that is, break-up of the tribe and formation of specific groups; and change in the forms of social control.


Analyzes common elements inherent in community development programs in various settings and environments.


Chapter 6, Education, indicates illiteracy rates in New Mexico as of 1940 covering the Indian and non-Indian population of the State of New Mexico.


In Section II, The Uneducated, the authors of this important study describe several aspects of the problem of illiteracy and its effect upon military requirements during World War II. Reports some observations on the “rate of learning” among illiterate and semi-literate inductees. Available as Genetic Psychology Monograph 1957-1968, (p. 2-290).


Tells how many Governments of the world during the 1920’s and immediately before, sought to build up their foundations by reducing illiteracy “wherever political unity and financial means would permit.”


Describes educational problems which were of special concern to the Army (and methods of dealing with them) at the time that Special Training Units were operating to train illiterate and/or marginal soldiers. These groups were identified, classified, and instructed: English-speaking illiterate and semi-literate; non-English speaking men (illiterate in their own language); non-English speaking, illiterate in their native tongue as well as English; literate men whose capacity to absorb instruction is less than that required in regular training units; and physically handicapped men, acceptable for military duty.


An account of the work of some social scientists in a fundamental education training situation. Trace experiences of workers in a group-training scheme organized for the purpose of training an international group for specialist service in fundamental education and technical assistance.

Teaching Adults To Read and Write. Fundamental and Adult Education, 9:9-13, January 1957.

Summarizes the main conclusions of the William S. Gray report of the


Tells the well known story: Education pays. Indicates the relationship of educational level, income, and unemployment rates among male civilian workers. Emphasizes the economic and social urgency of furnishing basic educational opportunities beyond elementary school for all people.


This list of primary sources of information about education is intended to extend and improve communications among research workers. Part A lists research organizations and institutions; Part B, bibliographies and reference materials reporting research findings or listing theses and dissertations; and Part C, periodicals. The arrangement is alphabetical for the 44 countries represented.


Describes some methods and materials used in orientation programs for mentally limited and linguistically handicapped men entering the Army. Indicates how practical aspects of military courtesy, personal hygiene, safeguarding military information and other fundamentals were interpreted to elementary language to these men.


Listed below is a series of documents produced as part of the WPA project on the development of aids to literacy workers engaged in the preparation of adult education reading materials. These documents are out of print but are available for review at The National Archives and Records Service, Interior Branch, Indian Records, and the following titles:


The author indicates that "very often an adult is illiterate because the circumstances of his life have never required of him literacy." Stresses the fact that when the illiterate has been taught to read and write and yet his primitive living conditions are left unchanged, he may relapse into illiteracy or require a degree of understanding carrying with it a purely nominal extension of his horizon.


Reports findings pertaining to the adoption of extension service practices among farmers and homemakers. Detailed information indicates age and previous educational training of the learner; size of farm, tenure, and location of farm or home; socioeconomic status of the farmer and homemaker; contact with extension workers; and other factors such as race, nationality, religion, employment of married women, and communication and transportation facilities available. Says the degree to which adults expose themselves to extension sources of agricultural and home economics information "is likely to be proportionate to their educational training when young . . . further evidence of the influence of motivation upon learning."


Reports how the Army, by applying established principles of education, succeeded in developing an efficient program where the average illiterate inductee or non-English speaking man could acquire in 8 weeks time the "basic academic skill needed in Army life."


Based upon an analysis of 118 jobs, a job analysis sheet was prepared, tested, and applied to determine the specific academic requirements of jobs that educable mentally retarded individuals hold or have held in the State of Connecticut. It was determined that these academic requirements might include reading, mathematics, writing, spelling, oral language, and trade vocabulary. Recommends further research in the area of social requirements of jobs held by this group and for effective family and community living.
SECTION III.

Literacy Education Programs Abroad

The lag in educational leadership development and in the production of reading materials for new literates has had a serious effect upon the present status of literacy education abroad. In many areas of the world, book publishing is not a major industry as it is in most Western countries. Moreover, there are few literary agencies in these areas to search for authors or potential authors, and large organizations do not exist which specialize in certain aspects of book manufacturing such as block-making, typography, printing, and binding. More broadly stated, some researchers indicate an urgent need for accelerating the development of reading materials for new literates. Others suggest that a lag in literacy education abroad will continue until there is an increase in leadership training and an upsurge in the production of reading materials. They suggest that this upsurge be accompanied by adequate warehouse services, specialization in book promotion, book review and specialized trade services for newspapers, magazines, book stores and for others normally concerned with reading audiences.

Since World War II, the eradication of illiteracy has been a matter of great concern to many governments and has inspired much imaginative and devoted effort by individuals and by public and voluntary organizations. As new teaching techniques and methods have been developed, the whole concept of literacy has changed. The teaching of literacy skills is now understood as only one stage in the process of assisting illiterate persons to take their full place in the affairs of their community and country. In the forefront of this advance have been both community development and literacy education programs supported by UNESCO and by the International Cooperation Administration of the United States Government. References in Part I of this section will serve as a general guide to background readings on literacy education programs overseas, including technical and cooperative assistance efforts.

The United Nations regional concept of literacy training and production of materials was adopted in 1947. UNESCO has developed
fundamental education centers which serve not one but several countries in the same geographical area. For example, some international organizations such as the Pan American Union have developed materials which have found mutual acceptance and use in different countries and regions. The regional idea supports the claim that real economy in staff and money expenditures can be effected through consolidation of efforts. Some of the general references in Part II, Regional Programs Abroad, concern projects relating to the kind of consolidated efforts referred to above.
Part 1—General Background Readings Including References on Technical Assistance


Indicates the status of illiteracy in the several countries of the world around the late 1920's.


This issue of the Annals examines some of the circumstances under which the Point Four Program makes available “benefits of our scientific advances and industrial progress” for the improvement and growth of underdeveloped areas”—in the words of President Truman on January 20, 1949. Separate articles describe the geographical areas of underdevelopment, political areas of underdevelopment and spells out the concept of personal freedom and happiness for mankind.


Prepared to help Americans representing the United States in overseas positions or in unofficial situations abroad. Brings together a number of questions often asked abroad about U.S. policies, about attitudes of the tourist, student, serviceman, business-

man, or any other American outside the U.S.A. In view of the increased attention being given to the role of the American educator abroad, this pamphlet should be useful to those engaged in adult education.


Chapter X, Making People Literate, emphasizes procedures for conducting mass literacy campaigns and discusses the pros and cons of group learning vs. individual methods of adult literacy work. Chapter XII, Selecting and Training the Worker, emphasizes the need for demonstration of what trainees can do and the provision for practice in doing it.


Emphasizes the role of American “spokesmen” for the United States overseas. Stresses the necessity for efficiency and long-range planning in the accomplishment of various missions (some would be educational in nature) under the widely publicized Point Four Program.

LITERACY AND BASIC ELEMENTARY EDUCATION FOR ADULTS


Describes educational developments in some of the emerging free societies of Africa and Asia, emphasizing the need for basic literacy skills in all of the underdeveloped countries. Discusses the various technical assistance programs in which the United States is engaged jointly with the people of the host countries.


Discusses illiteracy, its causes and remedies. Describes some materials and methods suitable for teaching illiterate adults.


Discussion of educational projects abroad made possible through mutual agreement between this country and a number of foreign governments.


Discusses specific types of activities and patterns which have characterized our international cultural programs for the past 20 years—information services; educational exchange service (in cooperation with other nations in the interchange of persons, knowledge and skills); technical and other services; interchange of developments in fields of education, the arts, and science; and nongovernmental cultural activities.


Describes some centers for the teaching of cooperation. Concludes that any program of fundamental and adult education among backward or underprivileged communities is inevitably difficult and complex when the goal is to educate the poor, the hungry, the ignorant, the sick, and the "resigned."


An official statement sent to ICA Operation Missions in October 1956.


Includes bibliographies of books, games, music, and program aids for teaching about the UN and international understanding for kindergarten level through college, and for adults.


Chapter 19, Some Notable Achievements in Adult Education, describes four of the more interesting and significant programs to show something of the work that is going on along different frontiers of education in the adult field. They are (1) the folk high school; (2) the Antigonish Movement;
(3) the Workers' Educational Association; and (4) university extension in the United States.


Five articles plus a note excerpted from a UNESCO publication form this special issue. Examines the role of education in closing the gap between technologically advanced and less developed cultures.


Information available on literacy work among adults reportedly permits few universally valid conclusions. Discusses information gathering methods, determining level of literacy, fitting test content to adults and their culture, and deciding upon age groupings.


Describes the importance of bringing foundation skills to people in economically underdeveloped areas of the world. Defines fundamental education and the UNESCO program in this field, first described in 1949.


Article introduces such subjects as need for overcoming resistance to technical assistance on the part of unindustrialised communities, the role of the school and of trained leaders as intermediaries between old and new cultures, and the goal of preserving the old culture as much as is possible.


Describes general operating programs or projects functioning under the United Nations Technical Assistance Program. Of the 120 UNESCO projects reported many are educational in nature and operate mainly in Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia. Buildings, services, and manpower are contributed by the host countries.

FAIRCHILD, MILDRED L., and KENNETH D. WANN. The Educational Consultant in Another Culture. The Teachers College Record, 57:438-448, April 1956.

These consultants to the Royal Afghan Ministry of Education in 1954-1955, under International Cooperation Administration sponsorship, discuss the importance of attitude and of planning for such an assignment. They maintain that the consultant should avoid the "feeling of going to underprivileged people" and strive to help build an educational program that will contribute toward advancing culture, rather than attempting to transplant American education.


Describes the elements of UNESCO's plan for fundamental education. Adult education and literacy campaigns are considered to be only two of several other essential elements of fundamental education such as education for women and girls, health education, language problems and language teaching, and religious and moral education.

Indicates percentages of illiteracy in rural and urban populations of selected countries (pages 112-113).


Selected annotated bibliography includes books, articles, and documents published during 1947-55. It contains references on community development efforts in native settings in Africa, Brazil, Chile, Haiti, Mexico, United States, China, India, Ceylon, South Pacific, Greece, Italy, Middle East, Egypt, Iraq, and other areas.


Outlines the ways in which technical assistance in education may be offered to countries overseas including advice and financial assistance, demonstration projects, and training foreign technicians in the United States. Indicates personnel selection procedures in effect in 1953 and outlines principal areas of specialization in which American educators usually serve including adult education.


Discusses the challenging task in fundamental education undertaken by UNESCO.


Special issue emphasizing the widespread attention given to the Point Four Program. Nineteen separate articles are placed under the following section headings: Means to Desired Ends; Geographical Areas of Underdevelopment; Political Areas of Underdevelopment and the Balance Sheet.


Attention is called to Chapter 14, The Establishment of Library Services As An Aid to Adult Education in Under-Developed Regions. (p. 103-144).

Pamphlet relates how, through technical assistance efforts, the United States helps underdeveloped countries acquire skills and knowledge they need to plan and carry out sound programs for their economic development.


Indicates ways in which technical cooperation programs between the United States and dozens of other countries and territories bring about an exchange of skills and advanced knowledge in education, agriculture, health, industry, communications, and many other fields, all of which are producing impressive results. Common problems were found to be illiteracy, lack of skills, dearth of teachers, need for curriculum changes, and teaching methods and practices.


Leaflet outlines the major functions of ICA, gives historical data and aims of mutual security programs.


Discusses United States contributions in technical cooperation with other countries in supplying technical specialists, training either in the United States or in a third country, and in furnishing technical information through audio-visual media. Gains in specific fields are cited.


Intended for community leaders, social workers, and agency personnel working in underdeveloped areas at home and abroad. Case histories relate how small communities in many parts of the world organize and develop their communities, combat illiteracy, disease, and economic depression in dissimilar areas such as Korea, Mexico, India, Egypt, Greece, Nigeria, Thailand, New Zealand, and New England.


A collection of papers which resulted from a 10-day course on mass education and community development, organized by the University College of the Gold Coast Institute of Education on behalf of the Department of Social Welfare and Community Development. Papers cover theory and practice of mass education and community development, adult learning, the need for efficient technical assistance, literacy teaching in village community work, and how resources and the time factor influence community development.


Asks the important question: Is the world's illiterate population increasing in spite of the remarkable progress made in many countries towards the goal of universal primary education? Discusses literacy as a "flexible" con-
cept that can be stretched to cover all levels of ability from the absolute minimum—to write one’s own name, for example—to an undetermined maximum.


Indicates ways in which exchanges of technical information differ between the American continent and Europe when compared with exchanges between the American continent and other areas of the world where levels of literacy and education are all different. Sees technical assistance with its opportunities to increase international understanding as a means of cultivating the seeds of peace through American leadership.


Lectures developed for the purpose of helping the reader “better understand and appreciate the different policy paths the underdeveloped nations are following in their attempts to achieve improvement” and . . . “to help us (the Western Nations) frame more intelligent and realistic policies, both public and private, in dealing with the problem of development in the underdeveloped areas.”


The story of Dr. Laubach’s missionary campaigns for literacy in many parts of the world.


Chapter 15, Adult Education in Underdeveloped Countries (p. 313-331) indicates illiteracy rates in Africa and India; in British colonies and protectorates; in some South American countries; and in many other major regions of the world.


The first in a series of two articles by the author outlines the present state of anthropological studies relevant to educational work in isolated areas where more complete knowledge is needed. Discusses the following topics: Modern situations and cross cultural studies; modern education as a form of culture change; and some leading problems of culture change.


Describes the impact of social change upon tribal societies and the shifts they have made from time to time to adjust their way of living to some new condition. The author suggests that the educator (often ignorant of the work of anthropologists in underdeveloped countries) has found the process of teaching and of multiplying schools all-absorbing and often has not “paused to consider the social and economic setting of the schools and people who must make difficult adjustments to a changing en-
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environment." Says the Maori, the Malays, the Mexicans and the Africans are beginning to ask "whether Western schooling must necessarily exclude all their own cultural traditions, while at the same time seeking by its means to effect a satisfactory transfer into a modern economic system."


A source of reference on various important aspects of technical assistance programs conducted under voluntary agency, governmental, and intergovernmental auspices in the areas of agriculture, fundamental education, and health.


Collection of articles selected from some 200 professional or scholarly journals covering communications, mass media, education, and technical assistance.


Describes Technical Cooperation Administration and Mutual Security Administration procedures in effect in 1953 involving the training of foreign technicians.


This issue, and the June issues of 1954 and 1955, are devoted to aspects of education in various parts of the world. Treats the following subjects: Literacy, secondary and higher education, teachers, and world educational trends.


Stresses population and illiteracy census data by continents and regions with sections devoted to primary and secondary education, teacher training, higher education, public expenditures on education, libraries and museums, book production, daily newspapers, paper consumption, films, radio broadcasting, and television.


Illustrates the importance of the community school in underdeveloped areas—as a form of fundamental education. Includes examples from a wide range of countries. Refers to some sociological studies which have "a bearing on the subject."


Describes cooperative experiments in regions of the world "where the need for fundamental and adult education is most felt." Discusses center programs in Canada, China, Great Britain, India, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States.

———. Department of Mass Communication. Reports and Papers on Mass Communication. Current Mass Communication Re-

Part I is a register of mass communication research projects classified by country under the institution and the individual researcher. Part II is a bibliography of books and articles published in the field since January 1, 1955 including those on the press, film, radio, and television.


Describes fundamental education as an essential part of the wider and fuller human understanding to which UNESCO is dedicated. Cites noteworthy examples of successes.


Includes working group reports on the following headings: Documentation and Statistics; Organisation of Campaigns Against Illiteracy; Objectives, Methods and Materials for Literacy Teaching; the Primary School and Illiteracy; and Literacy and Adult Education.


Discusses new uses of the kinescope in underdeveloped countries.


Sees the problem of illiteracy as an "unjust frontier that divides those who can read from those who cannot." Emphasizes urgency for waging battle for fundamental education—a battle for which many countries are, at present, "ill-equipped."


Part I describes plans and programs in education sponsored by Afghanistan, Brunei, Ethiopia, Fiji, Mauritius, Morocco, Pakistan, Puerto Rico, Singapore, Somaliland, Tanganyika, Uganda, and USSR. Sections in Part 2 relates long-range social and economic development plans in Aden, Belgian Congo, British Guiana, British Honduras, Ceylon, China (mainland), India, Jamaica, Kenya, the Netherlands, New Guinea, Nigeria, Ruanda-Urundi, and Sarawak.


A preliminary statistical study of available census data since 1900. Reports results of a study of illiteracy in 26 countries. Should be of great value to those engaged in the study of literacy rates and the effort being made to achieve progress in this field.


Tells how radio has been used as the "magic means" of bringing the "peoples of the earth" together and of carrying education to illiterate masses. Pre-
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sent in two parts as follows: Part I: Some Experience in Radio for Under-developed areas; and Part II: Aims and Techniques.


Emphasizes illiteracy as only one of the many problems fundamental education aims to solve. Outlines and discusses the UN concept of fundamental education as it touches problems in social welfare, agricultural extension, nutrition, standards of health, and the development of technical skills and skilled manpower.


Reports a survey of programs in various countries in 1956 to determine the scope of community development and of fundamental education. Describes community development as a cooperative process between governmental authorities for the participation of the people themselves to improve their level of living.


A world map showing locations of United Nations Technical Assistance in teacher training, science teaching, technical education, vocational training, and fundamental education. Points up worldwide desire for this help, and its variety, scope, emphasis, and future.


One of a UNESCO series of studies devoted to specific problems of man-communications. This study is devoted to a discussion of a survey of the use of mobile cinema and radio vans in fundamental education work. It places special emphasis upon countries with a high proportion of illiteracy where vans often serve areas that have no theatres or electric main supply.


Chapter I, a Continental Survey of Vernacular Languages and Their Use in Education, provides important information relative to the number of classification of languages spoken, by continents as follows: Africa; The American Continents; Asia and the Pacific; and Europe, including the U.S.S.R. It includes case histories.


Reports results of a study of forms of communication and how and where they might be utilized and revitalized for the good of underdeveloped areas (where often the spoken word and certain visual symbols are the only means of expression and communication).


A first systematic survey of illiteracy on a worldwide scale completed by an international organization. Discusses the magnitude of the illiteracy problem. Gives literacy figures, describes methods of counting illiterates and the extent of illiteracy by countries. Compares illiteracy and school enrollments, national income, and urban industrialization.

THE UNESCO COURIER, March 1958, No. 3.

This issue contains several important articles on illiteracy under the following topics: Is Illiteracy on the Increase? by Bangnee A. Liu; History’s Largest Literacy Campaign, by Serafima Liubimova; An Illiterate in Paris, by Marguerite Duras; The Man Who Taught His Nation to Read, by J. Alun Thomas; Books for the New Reading Public, by J. E. Morpurgo.


A review of the 1958 program indicating assistance rendered in fundamental education.


Outlines role of the school in assuming or mobilizing leadership in community programs. Twenty-five articles by educators from several countries cover community schools, adult education, leadership training, preparation of instructional materials, and education and cultural change. Describes programs in Bolivia, Ethiopia, Federal Republic of Germany, India, Iran, Peru, the Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand, and the United States.


Report relates to exchange leadership, training, and cultural activities under U.S. legislation. Indicates aspects
of programs requiring coordination, action taken, problems, and conclusions. Shows 1957 International Cooperation Administration training programs by country and fields, fields of operation of certain private organizations in 1956, and multilateral technical assistance programs by country and agency.


Provides a sampling of readily available materials for use in illustrating educational programs in Asia.


Bibliography relating to problems of countries and organizations supplying technical assistance to underdeveloped countries.


Tells how radio has been used to bring education to the illiterate masses in the past 25 years. Presented in two parts: Part I, Some Experiences in Radio for Underdeveloped Areas; and Part II, Aims and Techniques.


Stresses the importance of "timing" in literacy education. Recommends that the literacy course be confined to the minimum standard necessary to produce permanent literacy. This article is the second and last of the series begun in the July 1959 issue.


Of interest to literacy teachers in this issue are the following articles: Training of Youth Leaders for Work in Fundamental Education, by Alex G. Dickson; Youth Activities in Southern Italy, by Antonio Cortese; Fundamental Education and Youth Problems in Cambodia, by Mariella Tabellini; and Adult Education Programs in Czechoslovakia, by the Czechoslovak National Commission for UNESCO.
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Part 2—Regional Programs Abroad: Some Selected References

AFRICA AND THE NEAR EAST

General Information


Includes case histories of projects in various areas of community development in Iran, Greece, Syria, Lebanon, Eritrea, Macedonia, Albania, Cyprus, and Palestine. Covers farming, health, illiteracy, home life, and development of leadership.


One of the texts available on the Swahili language. It has become the lingua franca of the East African coast and some knowledge of it (it is suggested) is helpful to anyone having to do with natives. The standard dictionary is that of the Inter-Territorial Language (Swahili) Committee of the East African Dependencies, Standard Swahili-English Dictionary (London) Oxford University Press, 1939, 548 p.


Describes educational developments in some of the emerging free societies of Africa and Asia emphasizing the need for basic literacy skills in all of the underdeveloped countries. Discusses the magnitude of the existing teacher shortage and its limitation on the provision of educational opportunities for an increasingly large number of people who seek them. Describes the various technical assistance programs in which the United States is engaged jointly with the people of the host countries.


This special issue contains several articles on education in many countries of the Middle and Far East. Discusses the role and contributions of foreign assistance.

ELVIN, LIONEL. Education and Community Development: Some Recent Trends in Africa. Fundamental and Adult Education, 9459-66, April 1957. No. 2

Discusses fundamental education as it relates to community development. Indicates the place of the literacy class which is effectively utilized only when it leads on to village development of all kinds.

Outlines a number of theories concerning fundamental education. Gives a brief idea of the results obtained in the literacy campaign in the Belgian Congo (up to 1952). Contains details concerning the institutions and departments in the Belgian Congo engaged in educational work and particulars of reading material for Congolese (textbooks, newspapers, and periodicals).


A brief section on reading matter for literacy campaigns (p. 60-62) indicates the persistent nature of the problem.


Described by a Library of Congress bibliographer as “the most complete, authoritative history of Zanzibar.” The author—an expert on the Arab World as an official at Zanzibar from 1919 through 1927. The level of literacy among the natives forms a thread of continuity in his descriptions of the country, its people, and way of life.


A bibliography of references selected to illustrate the different aspects of Africa, her people, and way of life. Almost without exception the references are in the Library of Congress collections. Annotations written to explain “issues rather than books” and to relate individual writings to a basic understanding of each country.


Reports results of a continuing survey of organizations and sources that publish regularly on African questions and of periodicals devoted in whole or consistent part to discussion of Africa. Serves the purposes of research and scholarship, indicating publications offering information to the general reader and specialized interests such as the missionary, and business and educational groups.


Gives brief attention to the “literate native” who does read and write but who works as a lower-paid employee and artisan and to the “illiterate native” who continues to rely upon old tribal patterns and remains at the bottom of the social scale.


Reduces the complicated systems of African linguistics to comparatively understandable tables. The principal languages of Africa are named (with the regions in which they are spoken and estimated number of speakers) then a language census of Africa by region is followed by tables showing linguistic relationships. Gives a 32-page list of African newspapers, both in vernacular and European languages.

Discusses the awakening of peoples throughout the area to the values and benefits of education.


Background reading for the leader who wishes to know something of the efforts of some of the major American universities offering foreign area institutes and sponsoring research which directly reflects the impact of African events.


A landmark study of education in six countries of the Arab world (Egypt, Iraq, Palestine, Transjordan, Syria, and Lebanon.) In chapter 29, Cultural Change in the Arab World, the authors summarize problems and trends.

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE, EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT. *Learning About Africa*. An atlas including pictures and text.

Suitable for teacher reference. Single copy available free to teachers, from The Herald Tribune, 230 West 41st Street, New York 36, N.Y.

OGDEN, JEAN. Conference Summary: Community Development in Africa. *African Community Development Conference, Tripoli, Libya, March 17-20, 1958*. Washing-
Africa. Explains the main findings of
the ethnologist for the general
reader. Distinguishes six main groupings:
Bushmen, Hottentots and Negritos; true Negroes; Hamites; Half-Hamites and Nilotes; Bantu; and Semites.

South African Public Library.
A Bibliography of African Bibli-
ographies. Cape Town: The Li-
brary, 1948. 52 p.

An earlier bibliography of references
designed to serve as a guide to impor-
tant writings on Africa, her people,
era economy, and some of her problems.

UNESCO. Experiments in
Fundamental Education in French
African Territories: A Study.
Education Studies and Docu-
ments, No. 9. Paris: UNESCO,
1955. 68 p.

A study report of experiences in com-
bating illiteracy in French West Africa.

——. The New Africa and
UNESCO. By Mahdi Elmandjra.
UNESCO Chronicle, 7.2:49-52,
February 1961.

Describes much of the task of the
11th session of the General Conference
of UNESCO which devoted a large
portion of its work to a study of
African needs in the field of education.

U.S. Congress House Commit-
tee on Foreign Affairs, Sub-
committee on the Near East and
Africa. Report of the Special
Study Mission to Africa, South
and East of the Sahara. Wash-
ington: U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, 1956. 151 p. (Com-
mittee Print).

Report of a Congressional study mis-
sion headed by Frances P. Bolton trav-
eling through 24 countries of Africa.
A general introduction to Africa is fol-
lowed by information about the land,
the people, politics, government, and
social and economic conditions for each
country. Suggests where United States
interests lie and what the policy should be.

Wrong, Margaret. For a Literate
West Africa; the Story of a
Journey in the Interests of Liter-
acy and Christian Literature,
1944-1945. New York: Published
for the Africa Committee of the
Foreign Missions Conference of
North America by Friendship
Press, 1946. 64 p.

Indicates the vast interest and lead-
ership investment of church missionary
efforts in fighting ignorance and pov-
exty in West Africa.

Egypt

Beym, Richard. English as a
Foreign Language in Egypt. Mod-
ern Language Journal, 40:69-70,
February 1956.

The author, a Fulbright lecturer,
appraises methods of teaching English
in Egypt. Suggests an approach deemed
consistent with Arabic patterns and
structure.

Ross, M. A. Home-Making Is
Common Ground; Egyptian Vil-
lages. U.N. Review, 4:10-11,
June 1958.

Indicates the manner in which home-
making as a subject of common interest
to villagers sets the stage for a good
beginning in fundamental education for
all.

Sasman, Louis M. Vocational
Agriculture in Egypt. Agricul-
tural Education Magazine, 28:
158-159, January 1956.

Reports on the vocational agriculture
program in Egypt conducted since 1954
by the Ministry of Education with International Cooperation Administration assistance.


A ministry of Education staff member discusses the Egyptian public school system of teacher training, specific problems, and trends and future programs.


A survey of education in modern Egypt. Discusses the problems of financing, building a suitable system, nationalism, and militarism.

Ghana (Gold Coast until March 6, 1957)

Advance of a Technique: Information Services in the Gold Coast. Accra, Gold Coast: Department of Information Services, 1956. 15 p. (Available from the Department, P.O. Box 745, Accra.)

The following recent Gold Coast developments on information services are presented: Traveling exhibits and movies, broadcasting, press and publications, and the film unit. A department organizational chart is included.


The geography, political and economic development, educational system, and life and characteristics of the people of the Gold Coast are discussed.


Describes the Gold Coast, its people, introduction of western institutions and technology, political responsibility, and economic and social progress. Contains data on action taken under the Accelerated Development Plan for Education.


Discussion devoted to plans and results of plans for mass literacy and mass education. Describes village project work, extension campaigns, and leadership training.


A diagram of the educational system, 1955 events, and statistical appendixes are included.


The founding, influence, and curriculum of the Housecraft Program of the Achimota School are discussed by one author from the United States and another author from the Gold Coast.

Describes the inland spread of education in the Gold Coast and outlines how Ghana is attempting to satisfy popular demands for more schools and educational opportunities for peoples of all ages.


Papers consider the following subjects which were developed from a 10-day course on Mass Education and Community Development organized by the University College of the Gold Coast Institutes of Education on behalf of the Department of Social Welfare and Community Development:

- Theory and Practice of Mass Education and Community Development.
- Fundamental Motives in Community Living.
- Adult Learning.
- Problems and Possibilities of Community Development.
- The Need for Roots.
- Language Problems in Community Development.
- Planning Community Development.
- Initiating Development Schemes in Small Villages.
- Keeping Village Community Work Going.
- Formal and Informal Education in the Gold Coast Village.
- Developing a Community Spirit.
- The Mental Approach to the Community.
- The Need for Efficient Technical Assistance.
- Why Teach Literacy.
- Resources and The Time Factor in Community Development.


Indicates how village drama (more than any other mass education activity) played a considerable part in strengthening the unity of the early mass education team, so essential to the success of its work. The activity brought together from day to day all members of the team, from the leader to the truck driver, in this popular and successful joint enterprise.

Iran

AMUZEGAR, JAHANGIE. Point Four and Education in Iran. School and Society, 84:99-102, September 1956.

Illiteracy in rural communities and the educational level of the intelligentsia are contrasted. Educational philosophy and bilateral aid are discussed.


Reports the efforts made (under the auspices of His Majesty the King) in Iran to uproot illiteracy through military and civilian literacy classes.

Israel


Reviews problems facing the schools with the arrival of 750,000 new citizens since Israel became a nation in 1948.


Brief discussion of the network of evening classes reaching out into nearly every settlement and transition camp to meet the urgent demand of immi-
grants for the study of Hebrew as well as their need for civic and general education. Classes prepare professionals and skilled personnel for employment with government and private agencies.

Kenya

HOLDING, MARY. Adult Literacy Experiment in Kenya. *Oversea Education*, 16:204-208, October 1945.

Describes an experiment in adult literacy education conducted in Kenya near the close of World War II.


Sees evening continuation classes as a natural and necessary counterpart to the adult literacy scheme. States that the important thing is to offer the adult student exactly the same chance of reaching the first academic milestone as his "more fortunate child," who, in many instances, is enjoying formal schooling.

Liberia


The author illustrates with photographs some activities of fundamental education project in Liberia.


Indicates that education was begun in Liberia by missionary groups which followed the American system. With UNESCO and International Cooperation Administration assistance, the Government of Liberia is striving to improve the quality of teaching staffs and to increase the number of teachers and schools to expand educational opportunities for all.

Nigeria (including British Cameroons)


The author believes that effectiveness in adult education demands a maximum convergence of techniques. Indicates the best method is not, after all, to use either films or photographs or radio, but to use films and photographs and printed matter and radio and every other medium, especially in isolated regions.


Describes the important literacy drive started in Nigeria in 1946, its new look assumed in 1952, and current efforts involving the production of literature. Outlines the scope of reprinting and rerun activities, and the organization of distribution services as they relate to the major goal of increased enlightenment of the Nigerian people.


Indicates that the campaign, going into its 12th year in 1958, produced more than half a million new literates and half as many more again who could read but not write. Estimates the program offers 8,500 voluntary classes serving about 425,000 adults.

The 1953 census showed an illiteracy rate of 96 percent for the Bamenda area of the Southern Cameroons. This area is part of UN Trusteeship administered by the UK as an integral part of Nigeria. A course of 8 months to 2 years for adults in reading, writing, and arithmetic has been operating since 1955. Instruction is in English.


Reveals that in the middle of 1958 there were 224 literacy classes meeting in 160 centers with an attendance of 2,522 men and 2,126 women. Due to tribal enmities of the past and the difficult terrain, multiplicity of languages mean pidgin English is the most usual method of communication, and English is the medium of instruction in the schools and literacy classes.


Describes the Adult Literacy Campaign conducted since 1954 in the northern region of Nigeria. Emphasizes the place of women in the campaign; indicates the wider aims, the preparation of literacy materials, and emphasizes the importance of training literacy instructors.


A small volume indicating literacy campaign experiences in several Sierra Leone villages, a training center in Northern Nigeria, and in the Telugu country in south Africa. Includes brief description of the Laubach method and techniques.

Palestine


Describes the expansion of Jewish Education from 1933-1945; aims and objectives and the outstanding problems in Jewish education in Palestine.

Rhodesia


Discusses plan to develop African leadership Kitwe Literacy Center in Northern Rhodesia. Overseas project for training personnel to conduct literacy programs and to publish reading materials on subjects needed by new literates.

MANN, MARY. Women's Home-craft Classes in Northern Rhodesia. Oversea Education, 31, 1:12-16, April 1959.

Discusses the special problem which exists among women in towns; in urban conditions women have lost many of their traditional occupations and find themselves with nothing to do. Because many have moved to town and there is no farm work to be done, many accept the offer of homecraft training. Indicates that the 61 centers have been issuing 300 or 400 badges per month to those completing the courses.

Syria

The Dean of Graduate Studies of the College of the Pacific explains how modern Syria is trying to maintain its heritage while assuming a new role among nations. Discusses the establishment of a national system of education in Syria and how they are using certain elements of Western education by “adaptation rather than by imitation.”

Tanganyika


Describes the land, its people and government. Emphasizes the tremendous need for further education in the new emerging nation of Tanganyika. Indicates that, as in other underdeveloped areas of the world in which the great majority of the population remains illiterate, Africans are confident that education can make a far-reaching contribution in raising the general standard of living for the mass of the country's population.

Turkey


The article highlights the achievement of Turkey in “learning a new alphabet” and making a fresh attempt to bring literacy to her people.


The Coordinator of the University of Nebraska Turkiah Program spent 4 years in Turkey helping the Ministry of Agriculture develop its extension program to adults of all ages. He discusses the educational assistance requested in connection with the development of the land-grant type university in Turkey.


Chapter 2, The Scope of Adult Education Activities in Turkey (p. 18-43), describes early efforts in the Republic of Turkey to stimulate the interest of the people in education for out-of-school youth and adults through the facilities of national schools. Explains how the most comprehensive attacks on the problem of illiteracy have been carried on by the national schools, by People's Houses, and public reading rooms. Briefly describes a primer especially designed for adults and a basic reader for city people and another for villagers.

Uganda


The author believes that in any literacy effort, the first requisite in adult literacy is a good primer and where one does not exist, the Community Development Officer, Adult Education Officer, or whatever his title may be, would “be well advised to give the highest priority to the preparation of such a book.” Discusses some typical problems in teaching reading and writing to native adults in western Uganda.
LITERACY PROGRAMS ABROAD

ASIA, THE FAR EAST, AND RUSSIA

Afghanistan


Chapter 8, Adult Education, pages 59-64, gives some picture of the effort to reduce illiteracy in Afghanistan. Describes the role of the cinema, the radio, the elementary teacher in adult education and stresses the need for fundamental education in all practical areas of life.


Describes modern education Afghanistan against a background of a democratic government since 1919. Includes a summary review of U.S. Operation Mission/Afghanistan-ICA activities in education in that country as of the end of 1959.

Burma


Gives an outline of geographical features, history, and religious and cultural factors which have influenced the system of education in Burma.

INTERNATIONAL BURMA TRANSLATION SOCIETY. Fundamental and Literacy Education, 8:79-81, April 1956.

Traces the history of the Burma Translation Society from its beginning in 1947. Lists a series of publications sponsored by the Society including the Science Series, History Series, Fifty Years Series, Great Books Series, and the Pyidawatha Series; also Sarpay Beckman (Palace of Literature), a monthly magazine, the Mass Enlightenment Series, and a proposed Pocket Book Series to provide simple information vital to the man or woman with little or no formal education.


Discusses the Burma Translation Society created in 1947 to translate world knowledge into the Burmese language for the people of Burma. Tells how in its first 11 years of operation (in cooperation with the Technical Cooperation Administration and the Ford Foundation) The Society broadened its functions to include publishing, manufacturing and marketing of trade books, reference books, periodicals, sponsorship of adult education extension courses and a School of Journalism, as well as other educational and cultural activities.


Contains working papers of the seminar with editors' notes on seminar activities. Sections cover publishing,
writing, editing, testing, layout and design, copy preparation, and book manufacturing. Includes a bibliography on publishing by The National Book League, London.

**Ceylon**


A study of the psychological bases of education in Ceylon. Author is professor of education at the University of Ceylon.


Although it is at the literate level that museums find it easiest to provide facilities for adult education, this article outlines the scope, capabilities, and some limitations of the museum in less developed regions of the world, especially where the development of an educational approach is as yet in the early stage. Urges extension of museum facilities to rural localities and underdeveloped sections.

**China**


A brief book based on talks with James Yen, a Chinese scholar, about the mass education movement through People's Schools among the illiterate in China and in other underdeveloped areas of the world.


Tells the story of James Yen, a Chinese scholar, who was inspired by the sad plight of illiterate Chinese coolies to work out a simplification of the Chinese language (a sort of basic Chinese) that later became the basis for mass education that followed World War I. Indicates need for movement to educate illiterates in Cuba, Africa, India, and in other areas where people are hungry and illiterate.

**Chen, Li-Fu.** *Chinese Education During the War*. Published by the Ministry of Education. November 1942. Reprinted 1943. 41 p.

Describes the task of converting 171,376,224 adult illiterates in 1940 into “intelligent” citizens by 1944 under the 5-year plan for peoples education adopted by Executive Yuan. The author states it was estimated that fulfillment of the plan to educate children (6-12) and adults would require 18,510 nucleus schools, 138,073 people's schools (in Free China) and 1,600,000 trained teachers.


A section on literacy education indicates how the problem of illiteracy has been attacked through shortcut methods designed primarily to meet the needs of the adult population in what is known as “spare-time” education for workers and peasants. Such classes provide 6 hours instruction a week or 240 hours a year. Official reports claim enrollments of about 5 million workers and “staffers” in the spare-time classes, and projected the goal of basically eliminating illiteracy among these groups by 1957. Enrollment figures are cited from 1949 through 1952 inclusive.
This chapter on education includes summaries of the educational systems in the Northwest provinces of China from the Manchu period to the present, with particular emphasis on the history and problems of nationality and minority education. Statistics on schools and school attendance, a list of the current higher institutions in the five provinces, and a more detailed description of some of the principal universities are included.


A census report conducted in 1942-43 of nine hsien (roughly equivalent to a county) in Szechuan Province, covering a total population of 1.8 million, recorded 1.3 million persons (all ages) as illiterate.

**CHOU, WEI-PIN. Our First Scientific Census. People's China, 7:17-23, April 1, 1955.**

Indicates the population of China, as of June 30, 1953, exclusive of Taiwan Province and Chinese Nationals residing or studying abroad to be 582.6 million persons. Of this number 51.8 percent were males and 48.2 percent were females. Children under 5 years of age constituted 16.6 percent of the total; 11 percent were in the age group 5-9 years old; and altogether 41.1 percent were below the age of 18 years.


An account of early efforts to educate illiterate Chinese adults.


A historical summary of education in China from the seventh century to 1953 based on secondary sources. It emphasizes the philosophy and structure of modern Chinese education, unsuccessfully introduced at the end of the Ch'ing dynasty, then attempted during the Nationalist period, and now under the Communists.

This supplement to material on education in A General Handbook on China describes the cultural and educational systems of Inner Mongolia with special attention to efforts of the National Government and of the present regime to deal with problems of minority groups, multiple languages, illiteracy, and teacher shortages.


In Chapter 5, Nationalism, the author tells how the rise of the modern Nationalist movement around 1918 diminished and curbed the role of Christian missionary schools in China, affecting millions.


This chapter outlines the history and structure of education in Manchuria, as distinct from China proper, as a supplement to material available in A General Handbook on China. Particular emphasis is given to the parts played by the Russians and the Japanese in areas under their influence and control at various times. Lists institutions of higher education and describes specialized training in northeast China.


Official reports made in July 1946 estimated that the rate of illiteracy in China was at least 56 percent for the total population, or 47 percent for the population 6 years old and over.


Describes the school system in Hong Kong, its administration and objectives. Brief section on adult education is included.


Gives a brief picture of the educational system in Taiwan (Formosa), where underlying traditions, ideas, or principles at present are similar to those which existed in the Chinese mainland prior to the Communist regime. Indicates that about 80 percent of Taiwanese could read and write (under Japanese rule from 1895 to 1945). Cites articles of the Constitution of the Republic of China, adopted by the National Assembly on Dec. 25, 1946, which,
among other things, stipulates that all citizens above school age (6-12) who have not received primary education shall receive such education free of charge and be supplied with textbooks at Government expense.


Discusses methods used in concentrating upon the illiterate of China for whom no provision for schooling was made. Estimates 320 million illiterates or 80 percent of the Chinese population could neither read nor write in 1925. Of that total, there were approximately 73 million children of school age (6-12 years) not yet in school, over 100 million adolescents (12-22 years) plus 100 million or more other adults. Discusses the “People’s Thousand Character Lessons” prepared in 1921.

**India**

**Allahabad Agricultural Institute, Extension Project. Experiment in Extension, the GAON SATHI.** London: Oxford University Press, 1956. 239 p.

The GAON SATHI, defined as “the friend of the village,” discovers ways, through education, to help people use the “liberty of action with which a democratic society is constructed.”


The authors, on leave prior to 1956 from the University of Wisconsin to work with the Ministry of Education in India, relate the progress being made in raising the educational level of the people.


The author believes it is not enough merely to teach people to read, but that reading matter is needed “which will help them to help themselves and will increase their understanding of what freedom means.” Describes 12 readers developed especially for India’s new literates, translated into 13 of India’s “languages.”


Reports on school inspection, the mathematics curriculum, teaching aims, methods and materials, and the activities and expansion of education and culture. Indicates the number of students at home and abroad who are receiving help from their Government.


This issue deals mainly with curriculum and syllabuses of various levels of education in India.

**Literacy and Education in India. School and Society, 20:781-782, Dec. 20, 1924.**

Indicates improvement in literacy rate shared by every part of the Indian Empire in the mid twenties.

**MATHUR, J. C., and KAPUR, C. L.** Radio in Rural Adult Education and Schools in India. *Fun-

Considers the educational role of the radio through rural and industrial programs on the one hand and school broadcasts on the other. Authors state "that at no stage has the radio been used for just formal education, nor has any experiment been conducted specifically for spreading literacy through the medium of radio among adults. It is education in its broader sense that has interested All India Radio from the beginning."


Brief item tells how the Delhi Public Library in 1956 served 70,000 readers per month, many of whom were new literates—a term which is often extended to cover readers who are hampered less by their lack of technical proficiency than by their lack of reading experience (because of the inadequate supply of suitable reading materials... in the language in which they have become literate).


Describes two projects conducted by rural women to help raise the level of living in rural India, including a 12-month training program for village workers and family camps attended by 15 to 20 families for a 15-day period for instruction in crafts, agriculture, and home management.

SHULK, P. D. Production of Literature for Adults. Fundamental and Adult Education, 8:2-7, January 1956.

Discusses the Indian Ministry of Education's Program for the Production of Literature for Adults; tells how it expanded from a small project designed to bring out model booklets for neoliterates in Hindi and developed into an effort supplying literature for the masses.

SINGH, SOHAN. Social Education in India. Fundamental and Adult Education, 9:89-98, April 1957.

Discusses the Indian Government's shift in 1948 from the concept of "adult education for literacy to social education for better living." Lists five aims and methods of achieving the functions of social education in India. A condensation of a Ministry of Education publication in 1956 by the same title.

Indonesia


Relates plan of Indonesian Government to bring about greater educational opportunities to the people through special literacy campaigns.


Historical analysis of the development of Indonesian education from colonial times to the present, describing the nation's struggle against illiteracy. Sources in Indonesian, Dutch, and English are cited.

Japan

Japan, Three Epochs of Modern Education. By Ronald S. Anderson. U.S. Department of

In chapter 9, the author describes social education as the equivalent to adult education in the United States. Emphasizes the widespread desire "that none be left in ignorance regardless of class."


These authors from the National Institute of Educational Research in Tokyo review the changes in administration, structure and content, and improvements brought about by the Fundamental Education Law of 1947.

OGA, TOKIO. TV Comes to Rural Japan: Japan Launches UNESCO-Sponsored Experiment in Collective Viewing. UNESCO Features, 237:4-6, May 20, 1957.

Describes an experiment in adult education in Japanese farming communities through the medium of television.

Korea


The author discusses the interest and effort of Korean students, of private foreign organizations giving assistance in reestablishing schools and training centers, and U.S. Government in augmenting the number of new classrooms built by the Republic.


Describes work of the American Language Institute in teaching English to adult Koreans in their native environment. Of the 1,500 adults receiving instruction in a period of 2 years, 400 were teachers.


In chapter 7, Fundamental Education, the educational problem of Korea is reviewed. Presents an analysis of the entire effort in meeting the daily needs of all people. Suggests ways to build up the understanding of Koreans with the hope that they will acquire the techniques necessary for the improvement of their own lot using organized education as well as their own direct efforts as individuals and groups.


This member of the United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency team of economic consultants in 1953-54 reviews the effect on education in Korea of World War II and the communist invasion of 1950.

Malaya


This summary of education problems in Malaya, such as linguistics and diversified school structure, discusses methods of solution including "Malayanization" through common language and uniform curriculum content.


Discusses developments that led to the adoption of Malay, the language of the indigenous inhabitants, as the national language of the Federation of Malaya. Indicates available facilities, books, research, libraries, and radio; discusses National Language Week and competition to encourage local literary talent.

**Williams, Lloyd Norman.** Teaching To Read by Radio. Fundamental and Adult Education, 7, 4:147-153, October 1955.

Describes an experiment in Malaya where illiterates were taught to read by radio—by radio alone, without the help of a teacher at the listening end. Sample scripts are included.

**Nepal**


Interprets the United States technical programs in Nepal as an investment in Nepalese people. Presents accomplishments of the Cooperative Education Service over a 2-year period (1956-58) in the areas of teacher training, primary and fundamental education, secondary and vocational education, adult and literacy education, higher education, and administrative and supervisory services.

**Six Years of Educational Progress in Nepal.** Bureau of Publications, 1959. 75 p. (Available through the College of Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oreg.)

Presents an overall picture of educational achievements in Nepal since 1950 when only 2 percent of the people of Nepal could read and write. In a brief section the goals of adult education are stated with a listing of activities through which the gains were made in literacy training for adults. Indicates size of the part-time teaching staff operating the 39 adult literacy classes opened the first year, resulting in 1,000 adults becoming literate in that same year. Shows that preference for admission to adult classes was given to parents whose children were attending school.


Traces the beginnings of adult education in Nepal in 1954 when at that time 98 percent of the people were totally illiterate. Indicates necessary first steps in developing literacy materials, mobilizing teaching staffs, and expanding radio education.

A comprehensive, annotated bibliography of the literature on Nepal believed to be more than 95 percent complete for Western language materials. Includes section on (1) Books and pamphlets; (2) magazine articles; (3) newspaper items, selective only; (4) unpublished materials; (5) films; and (6) some selected Asian language materials. About 1,300 items.

A comprehensive, annotated bibliography of the literature on Nepal believed to be more than 95 percent complete for Western language materials. Includes section on (1) Books and pamphlets; (2) magazine articles; (3) newspaper items, selective only; (4) unpublished materials; (5) films; and (6) some selected Asian language materials. About 1,300 items.

Reading in Education.

A reference book with detailed information on comparative education, teacher education, pupil evaluation, social studies, and curriculum with material included on education in India and education in Nepal.


Among the recommendations the author proposes that adult education be expanded more rapidly along the lines of literacy training and radio education. Available through the University.

Pakistan


The President of the East Pakistan Board of Secondary Education, who visited the United States to observe American schools, discusses education in Pakistan and some of the difficulties faced.

TER KEURST, ARTHUR J. Teacher Education in East Paki-


Discusses characteristics of the educational system in Pakistan, particularly in teacher training, including educational climate, psychology of formal discipline, personality of the teacher, state-administered examinations, and poverty.

Philippines


The author, a member of the Stanford Team in Educational Administration under the Foreign Operations Administration Program, discusses assistance given to the Philippine people to enable them to help themselves particularly through the Community School Program.


Outlines some activities of the Philippine-UNESCO National Community School Training Center established in 1953 in the Province of Pangasinan.


A study of foundation skills needed for effective citizenship in the Philippines. Concludes that 7 years of schooling as offered under the present system of elementary education are necessary to ensure functionally literate citizens.

With quotations from the 1950 UNESCO Mission report, this article describes accomplishments and continuing problems of education in the Philippines. It includes a sketch of the educational philosophy and structure, and stresses the community school movement, and the influence of barrio schools.


Emphasizes the role of the church missions in attacking illiteracy in the Philippine Islands and the importance of dedicated workers.

**South Pacific Commission Area**

Caldwell, Oliver J. Education in the Far East. School Life, 38:12-14, April 1956.

The U.S. Assistant Commissioner for International Education visited nine of the countries in which there is an International Cooperation Administration education mission. Reports on educational progress in Formosa, the Philippines, Viet Nam, Cambodia, Thailand, Burma, Nepal, Afghanistan, and Indonesia.


General treatment of education in the Far East from Japan to Pakistan. Describes the problems of language simplification and standardization, teacher shortages and overloading, and inadequate finance. Outlines external assistance.


Stresses the important role played by mission schools and religious educators in the spread of literacy in this region of the world. Part I presents a general survey of the state of illiteracy in the area (1957) and Part II, issued as a separate document in the commissions' Technical Papers Series; describes an experimental course in adult literacy. Includes samples of teaching materials used.


An informative report by the author who was assigned (within the framework of UNESCO's Regional Project for the Production of Reading Materials for New Literates) to South Asia for a period of 6 months to advise on the training of book illustrators. Indicates the need for training in the use of modern Western materials. Comments upon the desirability of studying the old designs, not just copying them without recognizing the fact that they were created for a different period and for different social conditions.


Bibliography lists documentary materials printed since 1920 on the education of non-European peoples in the Islands. Entries are classified by territories of each metropolitan or trustee
government. Those for the Kingdom of Tonga are included in Appendix I. Missionary organizations active in the Pacific are listed in Appendix II.

Thailand


This report of a visit to a UNESCO project in Ubolrathani, which trains teachers for village work in their own regions, relates to the improvement of social and economic conditions in underdeveloped areas.


Indicates progress in community work. Explains the role of the school in helping villagers tackle their problems, in promoting adult education, and in involving children in the work of restoring and building houses.


Educational assistance project in Thailand is described.


Describes methods used to help Thailand and the Asian region adapt and develop education to fit children for life, and the service of the Institute established in 1955 as a research base for educators from non-Asian countries.


This study of Thai education is prepared from sources in English and Thai and from data gathered by the author during field experiences in Thailand as a member of the Cornell University Research Center in Bangkok.

Rumania


Discusses the problem of illiteracy before 1945 and the role of the literacy campaign as a part of the Republic's educational reform. A final section treats organizational problems and social implications.


Discusses schools and educational activities in Rumania. Describes facilities available to illiterate adults between the ages of 14 and 55 (and separate programs for youths) desiring to complete their elementary or secondary schooling. (See p. 8-9).

Russia

This issue covers the literacy campaign undertaken in the Soviet Union from 1917 to 1940. The opening editorial indicates that most literacy workers are struck by the success of the adult literacy campaign “which led to the eradication of illiteracy in a large population within a short space of time.” Attention is drawn to the fact that there is little available information in other than the Russian language describing the approach and methods followed in organizing their attack on adult illiteracy.


Presents several facts observed in teaching arithmetic to illiterate Russian adults as follows: (1) Even when unable to read and write, adult students had some understanding of numbers and were able to do mental calculations, sometimes with numbers of three or four figures; (2) teachers were inclined to overestimate the above knowledge since the adult illiterate was able to make calculations only with familiar objects or measurements; and (3) teachers needed infinite tact and a good knowledge of psychology to be able to give the pupil a reply that would not make him less anxious to study but would inspire a still greater desire to acquire the knowledge he needed.


Since the end of 1930, adult education has been compulsory throughout the Soviet Union. Describes a two- or three-shift school program. The doors are open from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. as a primary school; from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. as a technicum, and from 6:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., as a school for adult workers who, as of 1932, were devoting substantial time to learning to read and to write.


Discusses the main problem facing the literacy campaign organizer in underdeveloped countries—the lack of an effective distribution system for follow-up literature. Describes follow-up efforts through distribution of government statements, free hand out leaflets, and inexpensive books.


Discusses objectives of the adult schools in the U.S.S.R. These schools prepare adults for active and responsible participation in industrial, social, and political life by developing their abilities to speak, read, and write in their native language; and to make simple calculations. Covers the following topic headings: Curricula, syllabuses, organization of studies, and examinations.


Describes how in “wiping out” illiteracy among the adult population in Russia, the teachers of elementary and secondary schools played an important role, teaching adults to read and write.
as well as instructing and guiding literacy campaign volunteers. These volunteers had no special pedagogical training and knew little of teaching methods, but knew the people in areas assigned to them, making it easier to draw illiterates and semiliterates into the educational projects. Also describes the need and function of seminars, primer aids, and special magazines for teachers of illiterate adults.


Describes two types of schools: (1) Schools for illiterates offering the equivalent of the first two grades of elementary school, and (2) schools for semiliterates corresponding to the four grades of elementary school. Discusses the value of publicity work among adult illiterates in order to draw them into the schools; indicates that many adults did not believe they could learn to read and write. Registration and classification procedures are described for day or night classes. Says information gathered in the process of registering illiterates made it possible to estimate “the approximate time needed to abolish illiteracy in every farm, village, and town.”


Discusses the following topics: Literacy of the population in Tsarist Russia; the decree of the abolition of illiteracy in the Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Republic; and institutions and public organizations which conducted the campaign to abolish adult illiteracy. Indicates eagerness of all organizations to carry out the program in the best and most expeditious way— Republics, regions, districts, schools, teachers, and pupils vied with each other to do a better job, to eradicate illiteracy and semiliteracy, among workers in industry, on State farms, youths of premilitary age, collective farmers, women engaged in “social work,” and all trade union members in towns and industrial settlements, within a limited space of time.


Indicates the state of literacy based on the national census conducted in Russia in 1939 and released by the Central Economic Accounts Bureau of the State Planning Commission of the U.S.S.R. It is of interest to note that the figures indicating percentages of literates include persons 9 years of age and older.


Traces the development of study materials through organized competition for the best primers, readers, and arithmetic books for illiterate and semiliterate adults, launched by the People's Commissariat of Education of the Russian Federation in the early part of 1919. Cites other and more recent educational materials designed both for oral work in class and for homework.


In Chapter X, Adult Education (p. 119-130), the author indicates that almost the whole population between 8 and 50 years was made literate by 1948 but that authorities in Russia “are not content to have almost the whole
population literate nor are they content with the bare skills of reading and writing."


Highlights the organized efforts of volunteer teachers and the planned literacy campaign designed to eliminate illiteracy in Russia.


Emphasizes the climate of urgency which surrounded the problem of "liquidating" illiteracy and semiliteracy in the early days of the Soviet revolution when the decree on the subject of illiteracy was issued December 26, 1919. Describes the role of the volunteer teacher wherever education for the masses was set up in the schools, clubrooms, dormitories of seasonal workers, local trade union offices, hospitals, cooperative stores, in refinery shops, and factories.


Based on a trip through the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics by a group of 64 American educators. Includes a brief section on adult schools, evening school, and correspondence programs in Soviet Russia.


Tells in a brief article of the growth and development of adult education in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Describes the Government campaign launched by decree in 1919 in which all citizens 8 to 50 years old were obliged to learn to read and write in Russian or their mother tongue. Indicates that as early as 1926, 51.1 percent had become literate, and by 1939 the figure rose to 81.2 percent. Between 1920 and 1940, approximately 50 million illiterates were taught to read and write. Discusses secondary schools for young workers and peasants, and speaks of the entire system of cultural services for adults, aimed at meeting their various cultural needs.


Chapter II, The Educative Process: The Educational System of Soviet Russia, gives information about the second division of the Russian educational system, embracing numerous institutions for the training of adults. Concentrates on education of the young, but includes description of schools for teaching, reading and writing for adults, various schools for adults, Soviet party schools, workers' facilities, and communist universities.

UNESCO. Fundamental and Adult Education. Vol. 9, 1957. No. 3.

This issue includes several articles on adult workers' education, on secondary schooling and institutes for adults in various countries including the U.S.S.R.
LITERACY PROGRAMS ABROAD


This handbook covers the range of the Soviet economy. One section entitled "Culture" gives enrollment figures in Soviet institutions at various academic levels and the number of teachers, specialists, scientific workers (researchers), and schools of different types and levels.

**EUROPE AND SPECIFIED BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRIES**

**United Kingdom of Great Britain**


Chapter 7, *The Illiterate Adult,* describes the preliminary education course in the British Royal Army; makes brief mention of the teaching of civilian illiterates in evening institutes, and in prisons and Borstals (where classes are compulsory and held during the day time.)


Description of British Army Adult Elementary Education Program, subjects covered, numbers taught, syllabus and instructional material developed, and achievements.


Author describes what the British consider to be their ideals, principles, and aims in education. This historical development of their system is discussed including the role of religion in the school, the curriculum followed, the relation of school and State, types of schools, and community education.


**Voskresensky, V. D.** Methods of Teaching Reading and Writing to Adults. *Fundamental and Adult Education* 11:154-172, 1959. No. 3.

Discusses the significance of method, traits and characteristics of adult pupils in literacy classes in Russia. Describes methods of teaching adult beginners to read and write. Explains the role of the teacher and the hundreds of thousands of volunteers who assisted in the task of literacy education and regarded "their coaching as social work."
Catalogs may be inspected at British Consular Offices.)

List is devoted primarily to recent publications and a selection of only the more important statutory Rules and Orders and Statutory Instruments relating to educational subjects. References relate to such subjects as general acts; grant regulations; primary and secondary education; further education; teachers, including pensions, salaries, and training; scholarships and awards; health and welfare; physical education; finance; school construction; UNESCO; film strips; and science museums.

Canada


A study based on the Census of 1931 and supplementary data. Gives a picture of illiteracy in Canada during the thirties.


Curriculums are adapted to special conditions and needs; and vocational training is offered to adults in sparsely populated northern Canadian territories outside provincial boundaries.

France


Gives a full account of an experiment and the conclusions reached by a research team whose purpose was to bring the fruits of the French experiments in television to governments, educators, and to persons responsible for television services throughout the world. Follows the progress of studies in other regions with a view toward what would be useful in less favored countries in the future.


Gives a complete picture of the development of the French tele-club movement since its inauguration. These programs, dealing with agricultural and general rural problems, were designed with adult education objectives in mind.

Italy


Gives a picture of illiteracy in Southern Italy, its extent and problems involved in reducing illiteracy among the people.


 Presents a study of the educational system in Italy. Describes the vigorous campaign being conducted against illiteracy.
LITERACY PROGRAMS ABROAD

LATIN AMERICA

General Information


Included are reports on illiteracy and school enrollments; also a general discussion on the administration of public education and of elementary, secondary, and teacher education in Latin America.


Report summarizes problems and progress in area of literacy education.


A superintendent of schools in California presents a general view of college preparatory, industrial, normal, and other post elementary education in Latin America. Notes the trend toward education for all.


Published to provide orientation assistance to educators in the American republics and to facilitate exchange of information. The first issue contains articles on primary, normal, and universal education; the second deals with the teaching of social sciences; and the third discusses fundamental education.


The program and final act of the Second Inter-American Conference of Ministers of Education of the Organization of American States are included. Eradication of illiteracy, primary education, teacher training, school building, school administration, and fundamental and rural normal education are subjects discussed.

Bolivia

CLAURE MONTANO, TORIBIO. In Rural Bolivia: Indians Take to School. Américas, 8:20-23, December 1956. (Published in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.)

Discusses the changing attitude of the Bolivian Indian toward education, as reflected in the development of the Warisata Rural Normal School operating under the Inter-American Cooperative Education Service.

GROVES, EDWIN D. Industrial Arts Education in Rural Bolivia. Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, 45:247-253, October 1956.

The author, a specialist in visual instruction, describes activities of the rural Division of the Inter-American Cooperative Service in Bolivia; discusses the 11 years of work with rural workers. Author discusses the development, techniques, planning, initiation, and administration of the industrial arts program for youth and adults.

MEDINACELY, VICTOR M. The Teacher's Function in Community Work, Bolivia. Fundamental and

Tells the story behind the plan to fight the ignorance and backwardness which has kept the South American Indian in poverty, sickness, and servitude. Outlines the main achievements of fundamental education seminars held under the auspices of the Ministry of Rural Affairs in 1952. Describes the place of literacy campaign that makes up a large part of the responsibility of the rural teacher.

Brazil

Spera, Dalilla C. Elementary Education Versus Illiteracy in Brazil. Teachers College Record, 58:169-174, December 1956.

In her discussion of illiteracy in Brazil, the author gives particular attention to the lack of teachers, the public schools, transportation, difficulties in enforcing compulsory laws and lack of communication facilities.

Caribbean Area


Reports experiences of the Jamaica Social Welfare Commission with special programs concerned with illiteracy, cooperatives, housing, educational cinema, and other important social and economic problems.


Includes papers on education in relation to the community and related documentation of the Caribbean Commission/UNESCO Joint Technical Conference on Education and Small Scale Farming, Trinidad, Oct. 6-15, 1954. Papers discuss instructional materials, the school in relation to the community, teacher training, administration, and financing; community education, including adult education; educational research.


Brief section under “Literacy,” p. 14-16, puts emphasis upon the place and value of the literacy campaign. Describes literacy as one means in the fundamental education of the individual and the community rather than an end in itself.


Presents a brief social anthropological sketch of the region; outlines the history and status of fundamental, literacy, adult, and community education in the Caribbean; and offers suggestions relating to the expansion of existing or future programs.

Brief section on adult education (p. 140-141) reports activities in education for adults in some areas in the Caribbean do not appear to have changed substantially since 1944 when a number of centers for adult education and rural education were first established . . . there is room for marked expansion.

Costa Rica


A description is given of the Inter-American Institute of Agricultural Sciences under the Organization of the American States and of the programs of study offered.


The report discusses both the inservice training program for nonlicensed teachers in Costa Rica developed under the Technical Assistance Program of UNESCO, and the organization of an institute for this training.

Cuba


This supplement to the standard List of Books Relating to Cuba prepared by the Library of Congress in 1898; contains some 2,000 entries covering materials from 1782 to 1955.


Emphasizes the importance of teaching adults to read under a method based on established scientific principles. Describes the plan of research developed for studying the extent to which methods and principles applied to children could apply to illiterate adults in Cuba (i.e. fostering certain attitudes and habits and developing certain capacities).

Dominican Republic


This series of letters written to a young teacher in the Dominican Republic gives suggestions for teaching in rural normal schools.

Haiti

COOK, MERCER. Recent Developments in Haitian Education. Education, 76:611-617, June 1956.

The author of Education in Haiti (Office of Education Bulletin 1948, No. 1) presents a historical background of Haitian education and a summary of recent developments including adult, rural, vocational, and teacher education.


Contains a brief section about evening and part-time schools. Author saw no serious attempt at that time to
launch a serious campaign to stamp out illiteracy. Discusses language barriers and desirability of teaching all classes to read, write, and speak in “the same language”—French or Creole.


In chapter 7, Adult Education, the author outlines the aims and objectives of a program of education for adults as stated in the law establishing the general administration of adult education. Describes the adult education centers, gives enrollment figures, and traces progress from 1943 through 1951.


Primary, rural, secondary, vocational, and higher education are discussed. A section on adult education is included.


The purposes of rural education in Haiti are discussed, taking into consideration the population increase and the agrarian economy.

Mexico


The story of one nation’s attack upon illiteracy. Tells how three million non-Spanish speaking Indians were taught to read and write.


Highlights of Mexico’s educational development from preconquest days to the present are brought out, with emphasis on the rural scene.


A survey of the fundamental education work in progress in Mexico. Describes its strengths and weaknesses.


Description of UNESCO’s International Language Centre at Patzcuaro, Mexico to train teachers of fundamental education in Latin American countries.


Cites examples of progress in a Mexican village fundamental education community centre (Tzentzenhuaro) served by trained leaders. Tells how this regional improvement project has brought increased knowledge, health, and happiness to large numbers of Latin Americans.
LITERACY PROGRAMS ABROAD


Background material on the people, economic conditions, and the political and educational history of Mexico provide information on preprimary, primary, secondary, vocational, teacher, and higher education. Contains charts and tables on school enrollments, number of schools, colleges and universities, and courses of study offered. Bibliography lists publications that should be useful to those adult educators who serve many nationalities.

Nicaragua


Reports on the fundamental education pilot project to improve social and economic living conditions in the 48 communities on the banks of the Rico Coco. The project is carried on under Government direction with contributions from independent private national organizations and UNESCO technical assistance funds.

Paraguay


The U.S. Ambassador to Paraguay gives a general description of its people, cooperative programs between the United States and Paraguay, future plans for technical aid, and educational and cultural programs.


Study report includes a brief statement on the current educational situation and on the development of education in other historical periods in Paraguay.

Peru


This summary of Peruvian education places some emphasis on Point Four efforts.

Venezuela

BOSEMBERG, H. W. Teachers of Teachers: OAS Training Center in Venezuela Sets Off Educational Chain Reaction. Américas, 8:14-18, March 1956. (Published in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.)

Describes the Inter-American Rural Normal School established in Rubio, Venezuela under the Technical Cooperation Program of the Organization of American States to train rural normal school teachers and administrators for Latin American countries.


Tells of an intensive plan to put the ballot into the hands of everyone over 18, regardless of property or literacy, and to make the masses literate in the shortest possible time.
SECTION IV

Professional Leadership Development

Part I, Some Background References and Materials for Teachers of Adult Elementary Classes, lists a number of items limited to the “how” and “why” of adult learning. Certain of these references should be helpful to those engaged in teaching English as a second language, as well as to those teachers of adult elementary classes where techniques and materials must be adapted to meet local situations and demands. Some references describing several catalogs and directories are included.

Part II, Classroom Materials Often Used in Adult Elementary Classes and by Teachers of English as a Second Language, lists some of the materials reported to be suitable for use in classes for either beginning adult readers or those who are just beyond the beginning stage in learning the fundamental skills in reading, writing, and arithmetic. Large numbers of teachers and workshop leaders reported heavy reliance upon paperback books, readers, workbooks, leaflets, posters, pamphlets and illustrated texts designed to help the teacher to make classroom lessons as lively and varied as possible. Others report the use of suitable adaptations of existing materials on American heroes, customs and traditions, of simply written materials on mental hygiene, and simplified information on the arts and crafts. Many stories have been told of semi-illiterate adults who, although perhaps not regular users of library resources, borrow booklets and bulletin which are written in short paragraphs that are not “too wordy,” “look easy,” and are accompanied by simple illustrations or photographs. The leader is encouraged to examine the materials in order to determine the extent to which these listings may help meet the needs of the individual or group participating in adult elementary classes.

The items in Part II are listed without descriptive annotations, but subtitles (where appropriate) indicate categories such as readers, workbooks, textbooks, leaflets, and pamphlets.

Part III, Developing and Distributing Literacy Education Materials, lists selected references reported to be of interest to those engaged in the development and distribution of literacy education materials.
Part 1—Some Background References and Materials for Teachers of Adult Elementary Classes


Presents results of a controlled teaching experiment using two reading methods: a mixed method combining “look and say” sentence and phonic approaches, plus a new method called the Moxon method (essentially a visual phonic approach—an active method because the student “has to do everything himself”). The new method was considered to be the more effective among two groups retarded in reading.


Suggests techniques and methods of teaching “tool” subjects. Stresses need to adapt these suggestions to local conditions and needs. Indicates basic classroom materials for use with illiterate adults. Discusses organization, administration, and supervision of adult education; specific aims and organization of literacy instruction and outlines a program for adults of limited education. Out of print but available in many large libraries.


Emphasis is placed upon the motion picture and short exposure apparatus as valuable tools in improving adult reader abilities.

AXTELL, EMILY, and others. Mastery of Reading in a Nutshell: A Shortcut to Literacy. Available from Dorothy Lewis, 1318 Norvelle St., El Cerrito 6, Calif.

Authors of the Nutshell series present 36 lessons with a mastery test and language drills following each lesson. Handy booklet with carefully selected and well-arranged contents.


Describes the aims, conditions, methods, and materials in teaching English to the foreign- and the native-born adult elementary students.


Teachers of adult elementary classes should find in this book, much that may be useful to the reading teacher at all levels.


This book has long been considered standard reading by those interested in interviewing. Incorporates research
findings on the interview since publication of the third edition in 1941.


Manual for teachers of adult elementary classes published by the New York City Board of Education.


A reference text filled with practical information on teaching methods, practices, and materials for use in adult education classes.


Manual for classes in English as a second language.


Handbook for teachers of those adults who are learning to read and write English.

CROW, RALPH E. Manual for Teachers of Adult Elementary Classes. Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland Public Schools, Division of Adult Education, 1951. 52 p.

Presents materials and suggested procedures for teachers of adult elementary classes.


Chosen by a workshop group at the Library, this book lists picture books, readers, and other materials.


Introduced on an experimental basis in adult classes in English for non-English-speaking people.


Serves as an aid to teachers of English as a second language.


Part VI, Special Problems in Reading for Effective Living (p. 158-172), includes articles of interest to those engaged in teaching reading in English-speaking countries and those teaching English as a second language.

FRIES, CHARLES C., KITCHIN, AILEEN TRAVER, and FRENCH, VIRGINIA. Syllabus for English

A syllabus reported to be useful to teachers of English as a second language.


Prepared as a guideline for the reading teacher.


Discusses the challenging task in fundamental education undertaken by UNESCO.


Manual resulting from the first major educational study of its kind. Divided into three parts as follows: Organization of Illiteracy Classes; Content and Methods for Native-Born Illiterates; and Content and Methods for the Foreign-Born.


Teacher's manual for The Home and Family Life Series for adults. Emphasizes some important aspects of the problem of teaching literacy skills.


Workbook is part of The Home and Family Life Series. Brief and informal reading placement test for use with functionally illiterate adults.


Guidebook for the literacy education teacher or administrator.


Describes proposed use of Basic English films and their probable value.


Lists equipment for use with the handicapped, aids to reading improvement, books on reading techniques and read-
ing improvement, and easy readings for adults and young adults.


Linguistic content is primarily for industrial workers. Includes drawings to supplement materials and lists with Spanish or Portuguese translations.


Indicates wide acceptance of specially prepared materials for students who have reading problems. Should be useful to adults who have failed to develop reading ability due, in no small measure, to “poor learning climate.”


A bibliography divided into five sections as follows: (1) The World (General) (2) United States Foreign Policy, (3) Special Materials for Teachers and Group Leaders, (4) Regions of the World and Individual Nations, and (5) The United Nations and World Government.


Furnishes guidelines for teachers who help adults reach educational goals through formal study.


Covers scope of program, the students, literacy instruction materials, naturalization and Americanization, teachers and supervisors, and effectiveness of the program.


Adapted classics with vocabulary placed at the easy fourth-grade level. Titles include Dickens, Doyle, Poe, and Scott.


Primarily aimed toward students of English whose native language was Spanish.

Laubach, Frank C. Reading Readiness Charts and Stories. Reading and Writing Program

A bound series of charts adapted for use in the television class entitled "Streamlined English," offered at WKN0-TV, Memphis, Tenn.


Emphasis on the Laubach method and experience with simple phonetic languages.


Helpful booklet will aid the teacher who depends upon the visual approach. Available from the publisher at 5449 Hunter St., Philadelphia.


Course outline prepared with the help of adult education teachers, principals and supervisors covers specific content of various subjects commonly taught in elementary grades 1 through 4 at the adult level.


Three volumes: Book 1, Primary, provides a vocabulary to meet daily needs; Book 2, Intermediate, increases the vocabulary useful in school, public and business situations; and Book 3, Advanced.


A manual of practice exercises for use of adult elementary students as a way of making independent reading simpler and more attractive. Bibliography lists books of fiction, adapted classics, biographies, and Bible stories.


Out of print but can be seen at some libraries. Outlines procedures for organizing the literacy campaign, locating illiterates and organizing literacy classes. Lists fundamental skill subjects to be covered in adult elementary classes.


Practical tips for teachers of adults. Topics covered: How to get the first class session underway; how to involve students in planning adult education activities; where to find supplementary teaching aids; how to make best use of a textbook; what method to use for what purpose; and how the teacher may evaluate his own effectiveness.

Deals with teaching at all educational levels from preschool instruction to secondary schools. A treatise on the psychopedagogy of arithmetic.


Especially useful to the city worker whose daily activities either bring him into contact with persons from rural areas, or where effective interagency cooperation depends upon the development of adequate appreciations of rural life, rural concepts, mores, and institutions.


Lists graded instructional materials for adult prisoners in correctional institutions. Available at the Osborne Association, 114 East 30th St., New York 16. The Correctional Education Association is an affiliate of the American Correctional Association located at 135 East 15th St., New York 3.


Indicates the scope and nature of the problem of illiteracy and its negative effect upon the economy, and upon military and manpower needs. Mentions expansion of public literacy education program facilities in California, South Carolina, Michigan, New Jersey and a private oil company's interest and investment in meeting costs of literacy instruction for 1,450 of its employees in East Baton Rouge Parish, La.


Presents 60 short lessons related to daily activities. Moderate progression.


Intended for a person who is beyond the beginning stage of learning the fundamentals of English. Provides type of repetitive drill which is needed to learn to use English actively as in speaking or writing.


Workbook to aid in supplying materials for teaching students who are doing work of elementary grade level in adult education classes. Attempts to present lifelike situations in the problems thereby aiding the adult student by alerting him to the need for learning the fundamentals of long division.

READE, INEZ E. Words Difficult for Foreigners to Pronounce. Albany: The University of the State of New York. The State Educa-
tion Department, Bureau of Adult Education. n.d. 3 p. Processed.

Lists words difficult for foreign students to pronounce, emphasizing need for drill on the silent b, c, g, h, k, l, n, p, s, t, th, and silent w.


Part 1: Beginners Classes; Part 2: Intermediate Classes; Part 3: Advanced Classes. Serves as guide to resource materials suitable for civic education for adults who are studying at the elementary level.


Discusses learning ability and the learning process. Deplores failure of educators to regard education of the adult as "something different from that of a child." Advocates continued consideration of the high value of experience adults bring to the classroom.


Discusses levels of learning, and kinds of learning. Emphasizes complexity levels, plateaus, and typical patterns of learning.


Guidebook for leaders and supervisors of adult education activities. Suggests methods for appraising community needs, marshalling resources, and organizing for effective community action. Extremely helpful to those who work at the operating level where adult education is, or can become, a cooperative community service.


Helpful recording for teachers of English as a second language.


Lists books that teachers have found not only useful for reluctant readers, but that may help solve the problem of finding specific books for those with particular reading abilities, interests, and problems. Author believes that interest (although a potent force in determining reader’s reactions to books) cannot transcend a serious lack of basic reading skill in pupils of all ages.


Indicates that fundamental education and foreign language education have much in common. Defines fundamental education as "simplified education that gets at what is basic, in terms of the needs of the individual."


Handbook for persons preparing to teach English as a second language. Presents the concepts of scientific linguistics and educational psychology as they apply in teaching English as a foreign language.

A selected booklist by grades for 1-7 grades inclusive. Item available through Boston University School of Education, 332 Bay State Road, Boston 15.


An outline of English structure, of value to the teacher of adults.


Brief how-to-do-it brochure about the flannelgraph which is growing in popular use as a supplement to the conventional chalkboard. Not available in bulk supply, but single copies may be secured from the Department upon request.


Pamphlet discusses the following important questions: What are some conditions demanding fundamental education? How should the concept of fundamental education be broadened? Where are the major problems of fundamental education found? Indicates how the purposes of fundamental education are being carried out. Charts and graphs depict major needs and some of the effects of illiteracy upon the people of the Nation and of the world.


Teaching units provide Puerto Rican emigrants with notions of basic practical English which they may need for a satisfactory stay in the United States. Gives them a general idea of the American way of life through information about the different habits and customs.


A processed document compiled for the use of the teacher of Puerto Rican agricultural workers. One of a series focusing upon workers in various occupations.

A series of annotated lists of materials for classroom teachers and others interested in materials about other countries. References to pamphlets, nonfiction books for adults and children, periodical articles, and sources of maps, flags, and audiovisual aids.


Several of the goals emphasize the school and the adults working together in the interest of children and improving the learners' competence in the fields of health and safety, personal economics, and citizenship. Can be examined at the Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C.


Out of print but available for review in the Department of the Army Library, the Pentagon, Washington 25, D.C. or through interlibrary loan facilities of larger libraries.


Indicates procedures for placement of illiterate students; describes supplementary materials and visual aids used with The Army Reader. Contains specific suggestions for instruction in handwriting, arithmetic, and information relevant to the everyday needs of the soldier.


Accompanies the series of textbooks prepared under the auspices of the Committee on the Language Program of the Council.


Concise treatment of teaching English to foreign-born adults...


Specific suggestions on methods, procedures, organization, and supervision of adult elementary classes...


Reports findings pertaining to the adoption of Extension Service practices...
among farmers and homemakers. Information is given indicating age and previous educational training of the learner; size of farm, tenure and location of farm or home; socioeconomic status of the farmer and homemaker; contact with extension workers; and other factors such as race, nationality, religion, employment of married women, and communication and transportation facilities available. Says "the degree to which adults expose themselves to extension sources of agricultural and home economics information is likely to be proportionate to their educational training when young . . . further evidence of the influence of motivation upon learning."


Emphasis on psychology of adult learning.

———, and GOLDBERG, SAMUEL. The Use of Visual Aids in STU's in the Army. Journal of Educational Psychology, 35:82-90, 1944.

Describes visual aids used in Army classes for illiterate soldiers such as textbooks, flash cards, training films, filmstrips with illustrated instructor's references, pictures, posters, cartoons, maps, diagrams and charts, actual objects and models, sand tables, and topographic models.


Although this article is focused on childhood education, there is much of value here for those who teach reading in adult elementary classes.

Catalogs and Directories


Audiofile. Box 1771, Albany 1, N.Y.

Record reviewing service on 3 x 5 cards. Published 10 times a year, it includes synopsis, appraisal, and suggested audiences and uses. Available to libraries at $25 per year from Audiofile.

Caedman, 277 Fifth Avenue, New York 16.

Catalog of spoken recordings available. Selections include authors own recordings (more than 40 writers and poets), classics of the English language (poetry, prose, plays), children's records, biblical and religious recordings, and documentaries. Texts for many recordings available at a small cost.


"Complete up-to-date annotated schedule of selected maps, bulletins, pamphlets, exhibits, charts, and books."

Describes inexpensive booklets, leaflets, posters and supplementary health education materials dealing with topics that should interest literacy classes.


A handy checklist of Folkways authentic folk music on long-playing records and the books associated with them.


With few exceptions no item listed costs more than 50 cents.

Jam Handy Organization, 2821 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, Mich.

Issues catalog of instructional materials.

Libraphone, Inc., 10 East 44th St., New York 17, N.Y.

Sixteen albums available in the following categories: Travel-adventure, humor, inspiration, detective-mystery, etc. Prices available upon request.


Lists a variety of traveling exhibitions available to any non profit organization in the fields of painting and sculpture, drawings and prints, oriental art, architecture, design and crafts, folk art and indigenous art, photography, and children's art.


Part 2. Counties and Cities.

Part 3. Higher Education.

Part 4. Education Associations.

(Part 4, Education Associations, is often used by adult elementary teachers. Lists national and regional associations; State associations, foundations, religious organizations; and international organizations.)
Part 2—Classroom Materials Often Used in Adult Elementary Classes and By Teachers of English As a Second Language


The following filmstrips are available for teachers of literacy and adult elementary classes: (1) Know Your School; (2) Know Your Public Library; (3) Know Your Community; and (4) Enjoy Your Community.


Arranged in units or lessons suitable for adult elementary classes. Contains a basic list of essential English words to help the adult student to read, write, spell and converse with confidence and proficiency.


———, and ROSENFELD, JEANNETTE. *Write Your Own Letters.* Useful for adult students interested in everyday letter writing or business communications. New York: Noble and Noble, 1950. 64 p.


1. A Day With the Brown Family. Basic Reader 1. 36 p.
5. Reading Placement. 4 p.
8. The Language Workbook. 36 p.


An elementary reader prepared at the request of the Educational Department of the Union to meet the need for basic graded elementary curric-

ulum material in English especially written for non-English speaking trade unionists.” Can be used as a self-study guide or in a classroom situation.


-----, Teacher’s Manual for Streamlined English. Suggestions and guidelines for the teacher of adult elementary classes in Eng-


NATIONAL AVIATION EDUCATION COUNCIL, WASHINGTON: The Council, Planning and Advisory Board.


Readers Digest Reading Skill Building Series. Reading Levels Grade 3, Grade 4, Grade 5, and Grade 6, available from Reader’s Digest Educational Service, Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y.


Syracuse University. Reading for You: Publications Series. By Robert S. Laubach, ed. Syracuse, N.Y.: School of Journalism, Syracuse University, 1959. Series available as follows:


Teaching Aids for use in adult elementary classes available as follows:

1. The Basic Sight Vocabulary Cards, by E. W. Dolch.
2. New Type Picture-Word Cards, by E. W. Dolch.


United States Department of Interior, Branch of Education. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington 25, D. C.

The following Indian Adult Education program publications and teaching materials are available for review and examination in the Department of Interior Library, in the Branch of Education, Bureau of Indian Affairs and in the collections of some state libraries:

I. ADULT EDUCATION SERIES. NOT DATED.


Annual Budget. Cattlemen's Association Indian Cooperative. 23 p.


II. ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM

BOOKS

Fort Hall Adult Education Program

Land
Law and Order
Letter Talks
Old Age Assistance
Public Assistance
Your Drivers' License
Your Tribal Council

Gallup Area Adult Education Program

A Family
Budget Making
What Food Does For Us

Mississippi-Choctaw Adult Education Program

A Good Home
Driver Training
How to Use the Bookmobile
Letter Writing—A Handbook for Teachers
Meetings
Parent-Teacher Relations
Planning for the Self-Employed
Planning for the Self-Employed (Practice Book)
Taxes

Montana Adult Education Program

A Safe Home
School Bus Safety

Papago Adult Education Program

Cows Give Us Food
Good Food Habits
Good Foods
Good Home Habits
My Community
Our Family
Papago Trading Post
Safe Drinking Water
Stories About Letters
The Cowboy and His Work
Village Life
Water (& Water Series Cards)
When the Rains Come
Writing Letters

Reno-Sparks Adult Education Program

The Why and How of Budgeting

Seminole Adult Education Program

A Good Home
Annual Budget
Arithmetic Learnings (Workbook)
Banking
Before You Buy Your Car
Better Land Can Make Better People
Buying and Selling
Buying and Selling (Word Book)
Care of the Teeth
Common Cold
Diarrhea
Financial Responsibility Law
Financial Statement
First Aid in the Home
Good Health and Good Grooming for Women
Government and Leaders
Group Organization
Hookworm
How to Get a Job and How to Keep a Job
Installment Buying
Measure
Measurement Terms
Money
Muck Itch
Name and Address
Pediculosis
School
Spending and Saving (Word Book)
Tools for Measurement
What I Must Know as a Member of my Craft Guild
When You Drive this is the Law
Your Child is in Public School

Tacoma Adult Education Program

The Clock
Through the Day

III. ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM

CHART SERIES

A Good Home
Family Budget
Family Government
Flies
Home Safety
Parent-Teacher Relations
Tools & Equipment (Conversation Charts)
We Make a Garden
We Need Clean Privies
We Talk (Conversation Cards & Reading Chart)
What Foods Do for Us


PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Part 3—Developing and Distributing Literacy Education Materials

PRODUCTION AND MARKETING ASPECTS


Includes sections on trade terms, conditions, practices, and planning for book production. Appendixes include working tools, such as type gauges, half-tone screen determinator, and paper weight equivalents scale.

BURNS, DONALD. The Development of a Production Unit. Fundamental and Adult Education, 6:14-18, January 1954.

Discusses practices and procedures useful in the development of a unit under technical assistance programs responsible for production of materials for a national campaign against illiteracy.


This article is part of a series which examines the different educational and technical problems involved in producing literature for illiterate and neoliterate adults.


Discusses primer planning, procedures for primer construction and cites examples of a complete primer series in 19 different languages.


A manual on how to prepare copy for the printer, who can then produce a finished product which is both accurate and that follows the author's intent.


Divided into two parts: Part 1, Teaching Illiterates; and Part 2, Writing for New Literates. Includes an extensive bibliography and sources of information.


UNESCO handbook provides guidance for preparation of periodicals to fit needs of those unable to read "standard" newspapers, magazines, and books. UNESCO plans to publish case his-
tories and a book on problems of small printing plants in underdeveloped countries, including plants for printing simple periodicals.


A reference book. Includes complete information on all kinds of printing processes, duplication methods, preparation of copy, and other technical information regarding printing and promotion.


Describes problems behind the creation of reading materials for new literates. Briefly discusses results of a survey of readers’ interest in the Gold Coast area. Factors to be considered in the production of materials are medium, readers’ interest, authorship, simplification, and distribution and sales.

**RIGOLE, S. D.** *The Role of an Audio visual Aids Production Center in Fundamental Education.* *Fundamental and Adult Education, 9:173-178, 1957* (No. 4).

Descriptive accounts of the procedures used in the development and production of posters, pamphlets, booklets and other graphic materials as examples of visual aids easily produced in a center where government printing facilities are available. Indicates importance of “interpretation” or preview of study films and filmstrips to interpret the “sense” of the film rather than seen as purely a task of translation of words.

**ROBERTS, BRUCE.** *The Functions and Organization of a Literature Bureau.* *Fundamental and Adult Education, 7, 4:142-147, October 1955.*

Presents some general conclusions from experience in Africa and the South Pacific. Describes some materials produced by literature bureaus.

**SHULKA, P. D.** *Production of Literature for Adults.* *Fundamental and Adult Education 8:2-7, Jan. 1956.*

Discusses the Indian Ministry of Education’s program for “The Production of Literature for Adults”; tells how it expanded from a small project designed to bring out model booklets for neoliterates in Hindi and developed into an effort supplying literature for the masses.


A series of papers by leaders in the book industry. Includes sections on trade book marketing, mass market, textbook distribution, advertising and promotion in publishing, and encyclopaedia marketing.


Report of the Burma Committee of the UNESCO regional seminar on the production of reading material for new literates, held in Rangoon, Burma, Oct. 28-Nov. 30, 1957. Includes sections on preparation of the manuscript, editing, marketing, layout and design, and testing the publication. Contains a bibliography on publishing, by the National Book League, London.

Tells how international circulation of educational, scientific, and cultural materials is hampered by tariff and trade restrictions on newsprint, recordings, radio receivers, and other imports through currency exchange controls and licensing systems. Suggests ways to increase the free flow of information in approximately 70 percent of the countries of the world.


A writers' handbook emphasizing overall planning, fitting materials to the curriculum, developing writing techniques and other factors contributing to the ever-continuing need for adequate and appropriate educational materials at home and abroad. A final chapter tells how to organize a writers' workshop.

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE MATERIALS: SOME SELECTED READINGS


Chapter 6, Language and Literacy, covers translations, language blocs, domestic output and translations, and literacy within languages. A list of associations of publishers, booksellers, libraries and periodicals appears in the appendix.


Describes an experiment financed in 1926 through 1929 by Eastman Kodak Company using a definite teaching plan set up as a 12-week experiment.


Indicates the principles and techniques involved in the development of "readable" materials.

DUSAUTOY, PETER. The Organization of Follow-Up Literature for Mass Literacy Campaigns. Fundamental and Adult Education, 8:7-11, January 1956.

Indicates how the lack of an effective distribution system for follow-up literature becomes the main problem facing literacy campaign organizers in underdeveloped countries.


In today's war of ideas, the author reports that it is not enough merely to teach people to read, but that reading matter is needed which "will help them to help themselves and will increase their understanding of what freedom means." Describes 12 readers developed especially for India's new literates, translated into 13 of India's languages.
KEMPFER, HOMER. Simpler Reading Materials Needed for 50,000,000 Adults. School Life, 32:115-127, May 1950.

Reports results of a survey of the need for reading matter suitable for adults who might read more if they had access to simpler reading materials.

LORGE, IRVING. Word Lists as Background for Communication. Teachers College Record, 65:543-553, May 1944.

Discusses a major portion of the early research done on the process of reading. Stresses the idea that language, thought, and communication are "in a sense" blended in an inextricable, dynamic process.


A handbook. Discusses principles of primer construction for adults.


Outlines the main elements to be considered in primer construction.


Describes ways to make materials available to new readers in their own language at prices they can pay. Tells how to produce and distribute popular reading materials.


Describes the evaluation of educational materials as a type of social research. Describes the importance of "an evaluation unit" and its place in an important materials program.


Reports results of a study carried out in Mexico and Central America "to discover the types of illustrations best suited for adult beginning readers."


A general review of research on the use of pictorial illustrations in printed material.


Standard reference useful to professional persons adapting vocabulary lists to requirements of the adult reader with little formal education.


Emphasizes the need for specially designed reading materials for new liter-
See page 103 for the continuation of the text.
SECTION V

Bibliographies

Several currently available literacy education bibliographies have been included in this section. Many of these contain references to publications and reports of general interest to those engaged in adult elementary education. Other items refer to special materials and instructional aids useful primarily in the classroom, or in discussion groups and meetings concerned with the problems of undereducated adults.

Some of these bibliographies have been compiled by individual teachers and other professionally trained leaders. Others have been furnished by organizations and schools.

Most public libraries in the major cities where large numbers of foreign-born and native-born illiterates reside prepare lists of published, easy-to-read materials for adults with limited reading ability. Some of these lists have been included. Greater need has been expressed by teachers, librarians, and readers with limited education for interesting, colorful, adult picture books illustrated with good photographs and three-dimensional drawings. These interests range from child care and child rearing, homemaking, consumer economics, and Bible study to information about the space age.

In some instances, adult education materials listed in these bibliographies are well-illustrated and attractive in format. Many references are included which do not carry recent dates and are somewhat less attractive in format, but are reported to be still useful. The fact remains that professional users of literacy teaching materials are clamoring for new and up-to-date materials to satisfy the adult who has become accustomed to seeing, if not reading, streamlined and interestingly focused advertisements, slogans, and promotional materials in his daily life—so clearly influenced by television, the daily newspaper, the Sunday supplements, slick paper magazines, the paperbacks, giant billboards, and employee news sheets.
General Bibliographies—Literacy Education

**Annotated Bibliography of Materials for Teachers of Americanization and Literacy Classes.** Columbus: Ohio State University, Division of Adult Education, Bureau of Educational Research and Service, 1958. 12 p.

Prepared for the use of teachers in Ohio schools and other agencies dealing with the problems of the illiterate and the foreign-born non-English-speaking adult.


Lists background material for teachers; readings on integration and immigration; sections devoted to classroom texts and free materials. Available from The Committee at 509 Madison Ave., New York 22.

**Bibliography of Recommended Material for Adults With Limited Reading Ability.** By Jeannette Smith, comp. Memphis, Tenn.: Foundation for World Literacy, 1960. 57 p.

Annotated bibliography of books and other instructional materials for adults of limited reading skills. Based upon experience of several literacy education projects begun as TV program. Reading levels are indicated.


Guide to useful references for persons whose activities require some knowledge of the Puerto Rican population in the United States.


Presents a program for teaching English and citizenship to foreign-born adults and to native-born adults who wish to complete their primary education. Provides resource materials which will help teachers to plan daily lessons, units of study, and the program for the year. Prepared as a supplement to the Manual for Teachers of Adult Elementary Classes, Curriculum Bulletin No. 2, 1949-50 Series.


Annotated lists of instructional materials for use with aliens, naturalized citizens, and undereducated native-born adults.

**Cleveland Ohio Public Library, School Department. Adult Class Loan Division. Books Available in Sets For Adult Elemen-**
Indication referred to the teaching of adult literacy groups. Cleveland: Public Library, September 1959. 6 p.

Indicates teachers manuals and a selection of titles not available in sets as well. Up-to-date listings for beginners, primary and intermediates, and advanced groups; supplementary reading.


Titles and materials useful in literacy training and instructional programs for adults with limited educational background.


Annotated list includes about 100 selected references on community development of practical value to worker, students, and teachers concerned with community development in newly developing countries, in areas of the United States, and in other Western nations.


List of nonfiction books included in the Adult Travelling Collection which circulates from branch to branch for 6-month period of time. Supplement entitled "Readable Books for Adult Students" accompanies the initial list.


Lists collections of books and materials (1) for beginners who know some English, (2) for the more advanced student, (3) for German-speaking students, (4) for Spanish-speaking students, (5) for French-speaking students, (6) for Italian-speaking students, (7) for students who speak other languages, and (8) recordings for English language study.


Printed list of readings and films on the subject.


A recent comprehensive list of graded materials for teaching English as a second language. Divided into sections as follows: I, Grammar (American and British); II, Readers; III, Speech; and IV, Miscellaneous (idioms, spelling, vocabulary, tests, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other teaching aids and materials for the teacher).

MOORE, CLARENCE D., and HENDRICKSON, ANDREW. Anno-
BIBLIOGRAPHIES


Bibliography lists materials useful to those dealing with problems of the illiterate and the foreign-born learning English as a second language.


Prepared for teachers serving in overseas installations and schools, but useful for those engaged in instruction in English as a second language in this country.


Division of International Education. Educational Materials Laboratory.

Keep Tab on The Lab: Reference List. Published periodically by the Laboratory as materials are acquired.

Describes a collection of texts and other educational materials in current use in United States schools, a group of trade books widely used by teachers, and supplementary reading materials most of which have been published within recent years. Includes professional books in the field of education.


References to aid teachers of English as a foreign language.


Lists government publications available covering facts about education.


Lists materials for teachers including textbooks, audiovisual aids, tests, dictionaries, and literature for supplementary use in the classroom.


Reference list includes readings for adult beginners from first-grade level through the sixth grade.
SECTION VI

Educational Information Sources

THIS SECTION lists domestic and overseas organizations, agencies, and bureaus expending time and effort on behalf of the undereducated adult. Some are concerned exclusively with literacy education, others sponsor projects, programs, or produce and/or distribute literature suitable for use in educational programs and services for the adult with limited reading skill. Still others represent associations and societies or literacy education centers through which resource personnel may be located either in this country or abroad. Indexes and abstracting services, journals, periodicals, and newsletters which often carry articles on illiteracy are listed. There is also included a list of Adult Education Councils, and Federal Government agencies responsible for programs for low income persons, illiterate and/or non-English speaking adults. Information regarding local educational opportunities and facilities for the uneducated adult may often be secured through such agencies as public schools, libraries, the church, the YWCA or the YMCA.
Community Adult Education Councils

Adult Education Association of Greater Milwaukee, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 3, Wis.


Adult Education Council of Charlotte, Charlotte, N.C.

Adult Education Council of Denver, Public Library, Denver 2, Colo.

Adult Education Council of Greater Boston, 18 Brattle St., Cambridge 38, Mass.

Adult Education Council of Greater Chicago, 53 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Ill.

Adult Education Council of Greater St. Louis, 1125 Chemical Building, St. Louis 1, Mo.

Adult Education Council of Metropolitan Cincinnati, 629 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

East Bay Adult Education Council, 659 14th St., Oakland 12, Calif.


New York Adult Education Council, 104 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

South St. Paul Council For Adult Education, South St. Paul, Minn.


Information Centers, Organizations, and Associations Through Which Resource Persons and Special Literacy Materials May Be Located

American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Office (AFL-CIO), 815 16th St., NW, Washington, D.C.

American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, 3 East 54th St., New York 22, N.Y.

American Labor Education Service, 1766 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.

American Speech and Hearing Association, 1001 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

Betts Reading Clinic, 257 West Montgomery, Haverford, Pa.

Board for Fundamental Education, 146 East Washington St., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

Columbia Bible College, Box 229, Columbia, S.C.

Committee on World Literacy and Christian Literature, Foreign Missions Conference of North America, 156 5th Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Migration Division, Department of Labor, 322 West 45th St., New York 36, N.Y.

Donnell Library Center, New York City Public Library, 20 West 53d St., New York, N.Y.


Emmaus Bible School, 156 North Oak Park, Illinois.

Enoch Pratt Free Library, Adult Travelling Collection, Coordinator of Adult Services, 400 Cathedral St., Baltimore 1, Md.
Huckleberry Mountain Workshop Camp, Inc., Route 2, Hendersonville, N.C.

Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration, 63 rue des Paquis, Geneva, Switzerland.

International Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU), 1710 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.

International Reading Association, Executive Secretary, 5835 S. Kimball Ave., Chicago 37, Ill.

International Rescue Committee, 255 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.


Koinonia Foundation, Box 5744, Baltimore 8, Md.

Literacy Village Project (World Education, Inc.), Lucknow, India.

Lutheran World Federation, 17 route de Malagnou, Geneva, Switzerland.

Migrant Citizenship Education Project, The Migrant Ministry, Division of Home Missions, National Council of Churches, Box 1115, 400 East 33rd St., Chicago 16, Ill.

National Archives, Eighth & Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington 25, D.C.

National Catholic Welfare Conference, 1312 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

National Council on Naturalization and Citizenship, 509 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.


Reader's Digest Service, Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y.


World Council of Churches, 17 route de Malagnou, Geneva, Switzerland or 156 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

World Education (Supports Literacy Village, Lucknow, India), 45 East 66th St., New York 21, N.Y.

**Associations, Organizations, and Agencies Interested in Literacy and Fundamental Education and the Teaching of English as a Second Language**

Adult Education Association of the U.S.A., 743 North Wabash Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

American Association of School Administrators, 1201 16th St., NW, Washington, D.C.

American Friends Service Committee, Southwest Regional Office, 2106 Neues St., Austin 5, Tex.

American Home Economics Association, 1600 20th St., NW, Washington 9, D.C.

American Labor Education Service, 1776 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.

American Library Association, 50 East Huron St., Chicago 11, Ill.


Baylor Literacy Center, Baylor University, Waco, Tex.
Ball County Literacy Council, Clear Creek Baptist School, Pineville, Ky.

B'nai B'rith Department of Adult Education, 1640 Rhode Island Ave., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

Board for Fundamental Education, 146 East Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of Interior, Washington 25, D.C.


Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 1615 H St., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

College in the Country, West Georgia College, Carrollton, Ga.

Council For Basic Education, Inc., 208 Union Trust Building, Washington 5, D.C.

Council of Southern Mountains, Berea, Ky.

Department of Rural Education, National Education Association, 1201 16th St., NW, Washington 6, D.C.


Foundation for World Literacy, 201 Hickman Building, Memphis, Tenn.

General Federation of Women's Clubs, 1734 N St., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., 830 Third Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

Hartford Seminary, Kennedy School of Missions, 55 Elizabeth St., Hartford 5, Conn.

International Reading Association, 5835 Kimbark Avenue, Chicago 37, Illinois.

Junior League of New York, 130 East 80th St., New York, N.Y.

Kiwanis International, 101 East Erie St., Chicago 11, Ill.

Koinonia Foundation, Pikesville, Box 5744, Baltimore, Md.

Labor Temple English Classes, 242 East 14th Street (United Presbyterian Church), New York 3, N.Y.

Lions International, 209 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.

Materials Center, Donnell Library Branch, 20 West 53rd St., New York, N.Y.

Mayor's Committee on New Residents, 54 West Hubbard St., Chicago 10, Ill.

Muscle Shoals Literacy Movement, Muscle Shoals Regional Library, Florence, Ala.

National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials, 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago 6, Ill.

National Association of Public School Adult Educators, 1201 16th St., NW, Washington, D.C.

National Commission For Adult Literacy, 2700 Ontraio Rd., NW, Washington 9, D.C.

National Conference on Research in English. Dr. Margaret Early, Sec-Treas. School of Education, Syracuse University, Syracuse 10, N.Y.

National Congress of Colored Parents and Teachers, 123 South Queen St., Dover, Del.

National Congress of Parents and Teachers, 700 North Rush St., Chicago, Ill.
National Congress of Parents and Teachers, 600 South Michigan Blvd., Chicago 5, Ill.

National Council of Chief State School Officers, 1201 16th St., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

National Council of Negro Women, 1318 Vermont Ave., NW, Washington 5, D.C.

National Council of Teachers of English, 508 South Sixth St., Champaign, Ill.

National Education Association, 1201 16th St., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

National Institute on Fundamental Education, 2403 Corpraw Ave., Norfolk 12, Va.

Simpler Spelling Association, Lake Placid Club, Lake Placid, N.Y.

Southern Television Project on Literacy, John F. Campbell Folk School, Brasstown, N.C.

Syracuse University, School of Journalism, Syracuse 10, N.Y.

Television Project for Literacy, Administration Building, Parkway at 21st St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

The American Legion, 700 North Pennsylvania St., P.O. Box 1055, Indianapolis 6, Ind.

The Ellen McCarter Stewart School, 1525 Westheimer Rd., Houston, Tex.

The Helen Schaeffer Reading-Spelling School, 3809 NW 14th St., Oklahoma City, Okla.


United States Armed Forces Institute, 102 North Hamilton St., Madison 3, Wis.


World Literacy and Christian Literature, National Council of Churches, 475 Riverside Dr., New York 27, N.Y.

Federal Government Agencies Responsible for Programs for Low Income Persons, Illiterate, and/or Non-English Speaking Adults

American National Red Cross (quasi-official) 17th and D St., NW Washington 25, D.C.

Bureau of Indian Affairs U.S. Department of Interior Washington 25, D.C.

Community Development Division Office of Public Service U.S. International Cooperation Administration Washington 25, D.C.

Community Facilities Administration 1230 16th St., NW Washington 25, D.C.

Farm Credit Administration South Agriculture Building 14th and Independence Ave., SW Washington 25, D.C.

Farmers Home Administration South Agriculture Building 14th and Independence Ave., SW Washington 25, D.C.

Federal Housing Administration Lafayette Building 811 Vermont Ave., NW Washington 25, D.C.

Immigration and Naturalization Service 119 D St., NE Washington 25, D.C.

International Cooperation Administration 815 Connecticut Ave., NW Washington 25, D.C.

The National Archives and Records Service National Archives Building 7th and Pennsylvania Ave., NW Washington 25, D.C.
National Housing Authority  
1729 New York Ave., NW  
Washington 25, D.C.

The Peace Corps  
800 Connecticut Ave., NW  
Washington 25, D.C.

Public Housing Administration  
1741 Rhode Island Ave., NW  
Washington 25, D.C.

Rural Electrification Administration  
U.S. Department of Agriculture, South Agriculture Building  
14th and Independence Ave., SW  
Washington 25, D.C.

Social Security Administration  
330 Independence Ave., SW  
Washington 25, D.C.

Tennessee Valley Authority  
Knoxville, Tennessee

U.S. Department of Agriculture  
14th and Independence Ave., SW  
Washington 25, D.C.

U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare  
Office of Education  
Adult Education Section  
Washington 25, D.C.

United States Information Agency  
1776 Pennsylvania Ave., NW  
Washington 25, D.C.

Urban Renewal Administration  
Lafayette Building  
811 Vermont Ave., NW  
Washington 25, D.C.

American Friends Service Committee,  
20 S. 12th St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Organizes volunteer service projects with educational programs for students in the United States and overseas. Publishes a Quarterly Bulletin, pamphlets, study materials, and some exhibits and films.

Brasil National Literacy Campaign,  
Ministry of Education, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Conducts a nationwide program to eradicate illiteracy in Brazil. Various kinds of materials are produced in support of this program.


Translates and publishes materials in modern literature, arts and sciences useful for adults. Many of the materials produced are used in the mass education program.

Commission on World Literacy and Christian Literature, 156 5th Ave., New York, N.Y.

Sponsors world literacy and Christian literature projects in several countries. Has had considerable experience in developing materials for illiterates and neoliterates.

Community Education Division, Department of Education, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Community education Division emphasizes a total approach to community problems. Believes literacy is more broadly conceived than just the command of the three R's.


This agency is responsible for the administration of the community development and village improvement programs in India. The social education phase of the overall program provides for the training of social education workers and the development of materials used in the support of their efforts at the local level.

Community Project Administration, Government of India, New Delhi, India.

This pilot program has had unusual success in developing mate-
materials for rural people, many of whom are nomadic in living habits. Some of the materials are very colorful and well illustrated.

Community School Project, Ministry of Education, Taiwan, China.

A jointly sponsored project in community education between the Ministry of Education and USOM/Taiwan.

Cooperative Service in Education, Bolivian Ministry of Rural Affairs, La Paz, Bolivia.

An Inter-American education program with special emphasis on literacy and teacher training.

Department of Education, Government of Ceylon, Colombo, Ceylon.

The Department deals with illiteracy, academic instruction, and the social and citizenship aspects of adult education. A group of basic readers and other materials were prepared for use in the literacy program of the program.


Has organized adult education classes in more than 300 villages of Nepal. There is a growing production unit which produces basic and supplementary materials for use in the program. Also sponsors a “teaching by radio” program.

Division of Community Education, Ministry of Education, Lima, Peru.

Because of the peculiar geographic situation in Peru, the Community Education Division has had to develop materials to meet special needs of diverse groups living under remarkably different conditions. Some of the materials developed are reported to be very flexible and versatile.

East African Literature Bureau, Nairobi, Kenya.

Produces a variety of useful literacy materials primarily in support of the anti-illiteracy campaign. Will exchange materials with other organizations and agencies.

Fundamental Education Staff, Ministry of Education, Government of Iran, Tehran, Iran.

Conducts literacy programs in each Ostan or State; provides education for the nomads and a special literacy education for the Gendarme. Organized with the assistance of the USOM/Iran.

Gaskiya Corporation, Lagos, Nigeria.

An institution established for the production of books, newspapers, and other literature in vernacular languages and the training of a literacy and technical staff.

Liberian Fundamental Education Center, Department of Public Instruction, Klay, Liberia.

Emphasizes the training of workers for the village and the development of literacy materials to be used in the mass literacy campaign. A unit of the Department of Public Instruction's Literacy Section.

Literacy and Village Aid Program, Ministry of Education, Karachi, Pakistan.

Literacy or mass education is part of the Village Aid Program and materials for the support of the program are produced at the local and central level.

Mass Education Council, Secretariat Building, Rangoon, Burma.

Its aims in providing adult education for the masses are to widen their general knowledge, to encourage the discussion of ideologies, and to develop literacy.
Menouf, Fundamental Education Center, Siya-el-Layan, Egypt.
A literacy training and production center established under a contract between UNESCO and the Government of Egypt.

Mysore Adult Education Council, Mysore, India.
Has published more than 300 individual items of materials for literacy and other types of adult education courses. One of the best collections of materials in South Asia.

National Union For the Eradication of Illiteracy, Rome, Italy.
Organized in 1947. Its activities have passed through three phases: first, a literacy campaign; second, study, surveys, and the training of teachers; and third, the establishment of adult education centers. The program of the centers involves both general adult education and the fight against illiteracy.

Near East Foundation, A.P.O. 205, New York, N.Y.
Sponsors and supports educational projects in the Near East. Some of these projects, like the one in Iran are in the area of literacy education. Foundation recruits specialists for these programs.

North Regional Literature Agency, Zaria, Nigeria.
Plans and develops useful literacy materials mainly for the northern region of Nigeria. Some of the materials are produced in English.

Pare Mass Literacy and Community Development Scheme, Arusha, Tanganyika.
Sponsors literacy education classes in several communities as part of an overall development program.

Regional Center for Fundamental Education in Latin America, Patzouaro, Michoacan, Mexico.
UNESCO sponsored literacy training center for Latin America. Much of the materials developed here have been used in other areas.

Research, Training and Production Center, Jamia Nagar, New Delhi, India.
Has a strong interest in research and demonstration of methods and techniques in the production of literacy materials. Training facilities are available and in-service teaching is encouraged.

Rural Education Center, Department of Education, Bamenda, British Cameroons (West Africa).
A small but effective program which emphasizes helping rural people to help themselves through community education and organization.

Rural Education and Literacy Department, Ministry of Education, Lima, Peru.
Administers a national program for the eradication of illiteracy.

School of the Air, Father Saloedo, Director, Bogota, Colombia.
Sponsors a “teaching by radio” program of adult education information and instructional materials.

South Pacific Commission, Noumea, New Caledonia.
Has developed and produced a fairly large body of materials for use in the literacy program of the islands.

World Literacy, Inc., 45 E. 65th St., New York, N.Y.
Sponsors the Literacy Village, Lucknow, India. Trains teachers, writers, and leaders for literacy campaigns in many of India’s vil-
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Languages. Materials developed in many Indian languages.

United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization, 19 Avenue Kleber, Paris 16e, France.

UNESCO maintains a clearing house of information concerning adult and fundamental education programs. A world survey of facilities, methods, and techniques has been carried out and up-to-date results of these studies published. Also publishes a series of Monographs on Fundamental Education. UNESCO offers temporary leadership and guidance to individual countries in the training of leaders for adult education work.

Some Organizations and Societies Engaged in Literacy Education Projects

Agricultural Missions, Inc., 156 5th Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

Operates in 54 countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Near East. Works through churches and other voluntary agencies.


Operates in 18 countries in North and Central America, Europe, Middle East, Asia, and Africa.

Committee on World Literacy and Christian Literature, Foreign Missions Conference of North America, 156 5th Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

Program includes specialized services to literacy workers in all parts of the world.

CROP (Christian Rural Overseas Program), 117 W. Lexington, Elkart, Ind.

Maintains programs in 16 agricultural states; has no overseas staff. All materials, both food stuffs and self-help items including seed, tools, fertiliser, small farm equipment such as tractors, combines, etc., are distributed by church agencies.

General Federation of Women's Clubs, 1734 N St., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

U.S. clubs make selection of projects through its Projects Division of International Affairs Department, International Hospitality Program.

Koinonia Foundation, Pikesville Box 6744, Baltimore 8, Md.

Maintains training center for prospective workers in all fields of foreign aid. Does not maintain overseas projects.

National 4-H Club Foundation of America, Inc., 8561 Fenton St., Silver Spring, Md.

Operates in 48 countries through embassies, legations, and youth groups.

Near East Foundation, 54 East 64th St., New York 21, N.Y.

Operates in Iran, Syria, and Greece; maintains offices and personnel in these countries.

UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), Room 2201, United Nations, New York 17, N.Y.

A special agency of the United Nations supported by its 74 member nations.

World Literacy, Inc., 347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Carries on literacy work in 66 countries.
Some Educational Television Information Sources

American Council on Education, Committee on Television, 1758 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

The committee works through its membership (national educational organizations, universities, colleges, State departments of education, city and private school systems), in an effort to make educational television significant. Publishes The Educational Television Newsletter.

Educational Television and Radio Center, Washtenaw Ave., Ann Arbor, Mich.

A nonprofit, independent educational corporation governed by a Board of Directors from the fields of education, business, and civic affairs. Its purposes: to see that the very best programs developed by any one of the educational stations are available to all, and that program ideas of merit (from whatever source) are encouraged and brought to light.

Joint Council on Educational Television, 1785 Massachusetts Ave., Washington 6, D.C.

An expansion of the earlier Joint Committee on Educational Television. Representatives are appointed to the Council by constituent organizations. The Council works to preserve and utilize TV channels reserved for education and distributes general information on current developments in this field.

National Association of Educational Broadcasters, Inc., H. J. Skornia, Executive Director, 14 Gregory Hall, Urbana, Ill.

The organization is composed of institutions, groups, and individuals engaged in non-commercially owned stations (AM, FM, or TV) or through facilities of commercial stations. Publishes NAEB Newsletter and Educational Fact Sheet Service.


Active in educational broadcasting since 1931, the Office has joined other organizations in pioneering the development of scientific aids in learning, particularly in the field of electronics. Collects and disseminates information relating to radio and TV programing procedures and practices, educational station operations, the technical aspects of the field, broadcasting training and facilities, and the use of radio and TV in schools and colleges. Prepares and distributes Office of Education bulletins and materials on the subject.

Indexes and Abstracting Services


Cumulated five times a year.

Fifth and final cumulation is a bound volume. A selective subject list of latest books and pamphlets, including Government publications and reports (public administration) and international relations.
Education Index. Published monthly except July and August by H. W. Wilson Company, 950-972 University Ave., New York 52, N.Y.

A cumulative subject index to periodicals and books analyzed or partially analyzed, with a bound annual cumulation.


Alphabetized subject index.

Psychological Abstracts. Bimonthly by the American Psychological Association, Inc., 1333 16th St., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

Cumulated annually with subject and author indexes. Abstracts of current English and foreign language literature.


Vertical File Index. Published monthly except August and cumulated annually by H. W. Wilson Company, 950-972 University Ave., New York 52, N.Y.

Subject and title index to selected pamphlet material.

**Newsletters, Journals, and Periodicals**


Advance, The Department of Social Welfare and Community Development, P.O. Box 778, Accra, Ghana. Quarterly.

Americas (English, Portuguese and Spanish editions), Publications and Distribution Division, Pan American Union, Washington 6, D.C. Monthly.

Arithmetic Teacher, The, The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1201 16th St., NW, Washington 6, D.C.


Comparative Education Review, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio.


Educational Outlook, School of Education, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Educational Television Newsletter, The American Council on Education, Committee on Television, 1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

Foreign Education Digest, 1650 Oxford St., Berkeley 9, Calif. Quarterly.

Fundamental and Adult Education, United Nations, Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization Pub-
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION SOURCES

Applications Center, 801 3d Ave., New York, N.Y. Quarterly.


India Village Service Chronicle, India Village, Marehra, Etah. Uttar Pradesh, India. Weekly.


International Associations: The Review of International Organizations and Meetings, l'Union des Associations Internationales; Palais D'Egmont, Bruxelles, Belgique. Semiannually.


Journal of Developmental Reading, Department of English, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. Quarterly.

Koinonia Magazine, The Koinonia Foundation, Box 7544, Baltimore 8, Md.

Kurukshetra, Ministry of Community Development, Queen Victoria Rd., New Delhi, India. Monthly.

Lit-Lit Newsletter, Interdenominational Cooperation, 475 Riverside Dr., New York, N.Y.

NAEB Newsletter and Educational Fact Sheet Service, National Association of Educational Broadcasters, Inc., 14 Gregory Hall, Urbana, Ill.

National Council Outlook, The, Interdenominational Cooperation, 475 Riverside Dr., New York, N.Y.


Public School Adult Educator, National Adult Educators, 1201 16th St., NW, Washington 6, D.C. (Ceased publication in May 1960.)

Reading Teacher, The, International Reading Association, 5835 South Kimball Ave., Chicago 37, Ill.


Scholastic Magazines, 33 West 42d St., New York, N.Y. Monthly.

South Pacific Quarterly Bulletin, South Pacific Commission, Box 5254, G.P.O., Sydney, Australia.


UNESCO

Some UNESCO publications regularly published and available through the UNESCO Publications Center, 801 Third Avenue, New York City.
or the UNESCO Education Clearing House, Paris, France:

Educational Studies and Documents
Fundamental and Adult Education
(Quarterly)
Fundamental Education Abstracts
(Monthly)

Publishers of Textbooks, Journals, and Supplementary Materials Suitable for Use in Literary Education Programs*

Abingdon Press
201 Eighth Ave., South
Nashville 3, Tenn.

Alice Sanderson
Books
Literacy Center
2124 Bonar Street
Berkeley 2, Calif.

Allyn & Bacon
150 Tremont
Boston, Mass.

American Bible Society
450 Park Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

American Book Co.
55 Fifth Avenue
New York 3, N.Y.

American Education Publishers
1250 Fairwood Avenue
Columbus, Ohio

American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago 11, Ill.

American National Red Cross
17th & D Streets, NW
Washington, D.C.

American Viewpoint, Inc.
122 East 42d Street
New York 17, N.Y.

Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.
35 W. 32d Street
New York 1, N.Y.

Armed Forces Institute
Madison 3, Wis.

Associated Publishers, Inc.
1538 Ninth Street, NW
Washington 1, D.C.

Association for Childhood Education International
1200 15th Street, NW
Washington 5, D.C.

Barnes, A. S. & Co.
11 East 36th Street
New York 16, N.Y.

Barrows, M. & Co., Inc.
425 Fourth Avenue
New York 16, N.Y.

Basic English Pocket Books, The
630 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, N.Y.

Benefic Press
1900 Narragansett
Chicago 39, Ill.

B’nai B’rith Anti-Defamation League Headquarters
515 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

Board of Fundamental Education
146 East Washington Street
Indianapolis 4, Ind.

Bobbs-Merrill Co., The
730 North Meridian Street
Indianapolis 7, Ind.

Bowker, R. R. Co.
62 West 45th Street
New York 36, N.Y.

Boy Scouts of America
National Council
New Brunswick, N.J.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cascade Pacific Books</td>
<td>5448 47th Avenue, SW Seattle 16, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caxton Printers, Ltd.</td>
<td>Caldwell, Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children's Book Council, Inc.</td>
<td>50 W. 53d Street New York 19, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cokesbury Press</td>
<td>417 Church Street Nashville 3, Tenn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia University Press</td>
<td>2960 Broadway New York 22, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compton, F. E. &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1000 North Dearborn Street Chicago 10, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook, David C. Co.</td>
<td>Elgin, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council of Southern Mountains, Inc.</td>
<td>College Box 2000 Berea, Ky.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coward-McCann, Inc.</td>
<td>210 Madison Avenue New York 16, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croft, Arthur C. Co.</td>
<td>100 Garfield Avenue New London, Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowell, Thomas Y. Co., The</td>
<td>432 Fourth Avenue New York 16, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cupples-Leon Co.</td>
<td>200 Fifth Avenue New York 10, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, The John Co., Inc.</td>
<td>65 West 45th New York 36, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dodd, Mead &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
<td>432 Fourth Avenue New York 16, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubleday &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
<td>575 Madison Avenue New York 22, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutton, E. P. &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
<td>300 Fourth Avenue New York 10, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educators Washington Dispatch</td>
<td>New London, Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary School Service</td>
<td>356 Washington Street Middletown, Conn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmaus Bible School</td>
<td>156 North Oak Park Oak Park, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enoch Pratt Free Library</td>
<td>Baltimore, Md.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fideler Co., The</td>
<td>31 Ottawa Avenue, NW Grand Rapids 2, Mich.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Enterprise, Inc.</td>
<td>Merchandise Mart Plaza Chicago 54, Ill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flemming H. Revell &amp; Co.</td>
<td>Westwood, N.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation for World Literacy</td>
<td>201 Hickman Bldg. Memphis 3, Tenn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship Press</td>
<td>475 Riverside Drive New York 10, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden City Publishing Co., Inc.</td>
<td>575 Madison Avenue New York 22, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelles-Widmer Co., The</td>
<td>8988 Manchester Avenue St. Louis 5, Mo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginn and Co.</td>
<td>Park Square Boston 17, Mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl Scouts, Inc.</td>
<td>830 Third Avenue New York 17, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Samaritans For the Three R's</td>
<td>Ion Pursell P.O. Box 414 Frankfort, Ky.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grosset &amp; Dunlap</td>
<td>1107 Broadway New York 19, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hale, E. M. &amp; Co., Pubs.</td>
<td>320 South Barstow Street Eau Claire, Wisc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harcourt, Brace &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
<td>750 Third Avenue New York 17, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harper &amp; Brothers</td>
<td>49 East 33d Street New York 16, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart Publishing Co.</td>
<td>46 Perry Street New York 14, N.Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Information Sources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonovisual Products, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 5625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington 16, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platt &amp; Munk Co., The</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 Fifth Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 10, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plays, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Arlington Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston 16, Mass.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocket Books, The, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630 Fifth Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 20, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prentice-Hall, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Englewood Cliffs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putnam’s, G. P. Sons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 Madison Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 16, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand McNally &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.O. Box 7600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago 80, Ill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random House, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>457 Madison Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 22, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader’s Digest, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader’s Digest Education Division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasantville, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading and Study Skills Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Washington Place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading-For-You Publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Press</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 181</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse 10, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation Service, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regents Publishing Co., Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 Fourth Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 3, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Press, The</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 East 26th Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 10, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Row, Peterson &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500 Crawford Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evanston, Ill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Research Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 Grand Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Foresman &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433 East Erie Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago 11, Ill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scribner's Charles Sons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>597 Fifth Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 20, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seabury Press</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwich, Connecticut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shady Hill Press</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Mercer Circle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge 38, Mass.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon &amp; Schuster, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630 Fifth Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 20, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley Bowmar Co., Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Cleveland Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valhalla, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steck &amp; Co., The, Publishers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin 11, Texas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNESCO Clearing House</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place de Fontenoy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris 7, France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152 West 42d Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 36, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 17, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Information Agency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1776 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Information Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>475 Riverside Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 21, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Oklahoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman, Okla.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Publishing Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1126 Q Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lincoln 11, Nebr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Nostrand, D. Co., Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 Alexander Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton, N.J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viking Press, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625 Madison Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 22, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warne, Frederick, &amp; Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 Fifth Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 10, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watts, Franklin, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575 Lexington Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York 22, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster Publishing Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1154 Recol Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis 26, Mo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Reader Editors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Education Publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 West 42d Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regional Adult Education Associations

**SOUTHEASTERN ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION**
- Alabama
- Florida
- Georgia
- Louisiana
- Mississippi
- North Carolina
- South Carolina
- Tennessee
- Virginia

**MISSOURI VALLEY ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION**
- Iowa
- Kansas
- Minnesota

**MOUNTAIN PLAINS ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION**
- Missouri
- Nebraska
- North Dakota
- South Dakota

**SOUTHWESTERN ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION**
- Oklahoma
- Texas
- Arkansas

(now Follett Publishing Co.)  
1000 W. Washington Blvd.  
Chicago 7, Ill.

Wilson, H. W. Co.  
950 University Avenue  
New York 52, N.Y.

World Book Co.  
(now Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.)  
750 Third Avenue  
New York 17, N.Y.

World Publishing Co., The  
2231 West 110th Street  
Cleveland 2, Ohio